Ancient Coins

1. **Greek, Bruttium**, Caulonia c.530-480 BC, didrachm 7.73g, ΚΑΒΑ, Apollo striding right raising branch in right hand, a small male figure runs along his arm, to right stag, annulet in field, rev. incuse similar (SNG ANS 153-5), flan cracks at 1 and 2 o’clock, fields corroded, horn silver over lower half, fine and rare
   \[£400-500\]

2. **Greek, Calabria**, Tarentum c.302-281 BC, didrachm 6.73g, horseman as jockey crowning horse right, rev. Taras holding tripod, seated on dolphin (SNG Dan 863), well detailed and attractively toned very fine
   \[£80-100\]

3. **Greek, Lucania**, Thurium 4th century BC, distater 14.94g, head of Athena right, helmet decorated with Scylla perhaps shading the goddess’ eyes, rev. ΘΟΥΡΙΩΝ, charging bull right, fish in exergue (SNG Dan 1428), corroded portrait, reverse good fine, rare
   \[£150-200\]

4. **Greek, Kings of Macedon**, Alexander the Great 336-323 BC, gold stater 8.50g, head of Athena wearing Corinthian helmet right, rev. ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ Nike left, no visible field symbols (cf Pr.3991), poor
   \[£200-250\]

5. **Greek, Pontus Amisus**, 4th century BC, drachm 5.23g, head of Tyche left, within beaded border, rev. displayed owl ΑΘΡ-PΟ left and right below wings (SNG Dan 120 ff), fine
   \[£30-50\]
6 Celtic, Mainland Europe, Attributed to Gaul, quarter-stater 1.44g, “boat-type” (cf. Scheers 13 ff), about very fine

£60-80

Variably attributed to Gaul, Dorset, or Kent, as a boat and a geometric design this coin remains enigmatic.

A Collection of British Coins,
mostly sovereigns and half sovereigns, formed by a South American gentleman

7 Scotland, Charles I, third coinage, Briot’s issue, unite, mm. B and thistle/-, crowned bust r., holding orb and shouldering sceptre, rev. crowned shield of arms, crowned CR at sides (S.5531), nearly very fine

£800-1000

8 William III, crown, 1696, OCTAVO, first laur. bust r. rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3470), slight die crack on obverse at 12 o’clock, some metal flaws by face, otherwise toned, extremely fine

£500-600

9 George III, guinea, 1798, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), very fine or better

£200-300
10 Victoria, five pounds, 1893, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3872), very fine or better £500-600

11 George III, sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785), very fine or better £200-300

12 George III, sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785), fine £120-150

13 George III, sovereign, 1818, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785A), very fine reverse better, scarce £500-700

14 George III, sovereign, 1820, large date, open 2, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785C), extremely fine £600-800

15 George IV, sovereign, 1821, laur. head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3800), fine £150-200
16 **George IV**, sovereign, 1822, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3800), *very fine* £200-300

17 **George IV**, sovereign, 1823, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3800), *couple of scuffs in front of face and on reverse, otherwise very fine and rare* £1000-1500

18 **George IV**, sovereign, 1824, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3800), *small scratch by III of George, slightly cleaned, very fine or better* £300-400

19 **George IV**, sovereign, 1825, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3800), *good fine and rare* £600-800

20 **George IV**, sovereign, 1825, bare head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3801), *nearly very fine* £200-300

21 **George IV**, sovereign, 1826, bare head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3801), *about fine* £100-150
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coin Details</th>
<th>Grade/Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>George IV, sovereign, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), very fine but has been in a ring mount, scratched and polished</td>
<td>fine but has been in a ring mount, scratched and polished</td>
<td>£100-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>George IV, sovereign, 1827, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), about very fine</td>
<td>about very fine</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>George IV, sovereign, 1828, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), extremely fine or better, one of the finest known. The highest grade specimen known was in St. James's Auction No. 2</td>
<td>extremely fine or better, one of the finest known. The highest grade specimen known was in St. James's Auction No. 2</td>
<td>£7000-9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>George IV, sovereign, 1829, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), fields scuffed otherwise fine</td>
<td>fields scuffed otherwise fine</td>
<td>£150-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>George IV, sovereign, 1830, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), slight edge nick on the reverse, sometime cleaned, otherwise fine</td>
<td>slight edge nick on the reverse, sometime cleaned, otherwise fine</td>
<td>£150-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>William IV, sovereign, 1831, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829), about very fine, reverse better, scarce date</td>
<td>about very fine, reverse better, scarce date</td>
<td>£300-400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
28  **William IV**, sovereign, 1832, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), *good fine/very fine*  
£200-300

29  **William IV**, sovereign, 1833, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), *about very fine, sometime cleaned*  
£200-300

30  **William IV**, sovereign, 1835, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), *good fine, scarce*  
£200-300

31  **William IV**, sovereign, 1836, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), *extremely fine or better, reverse prooflike*  
£800-1000

32  **William IV**, sovereign, 1837, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), *about fine* £150-200

33  **Victoria**, pattern sovereign, 1837, by Wyon, young head l., rosette either side of date, *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S. -; WR.295), *nearly very fine but scuffed in field* £800-1200  
An extraordinary piece that somehow found its way into circulation. A rare opportunity to purchase an 1837 pattern sovereign at a reasonable price.
34 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1838, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *extremely fine and scarce* £1000-1500

35 **Victoria**, proof sovereign, 1839, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, die axis ↑↓ (S.3852; WR.303), *slight hairlines, otherwise brilliant* £1500-2000

36 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1841, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *good fine, reverse better, rare, the key date of the Victorian series* £1500-2000

37 **Victoria**, sovereigns, 1842, 1843 (2), young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *fine or better* (3) £240-260

38 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1844, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *44 of date in small digits, scarce, very fine* £150-200

39 **Victoria**, sovereigns, 1845, 1846, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *fine or better* (2) £160-180

40 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1846, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *appears to be an overstruck date, 4 over an upside down 4, good fine, very rare* £400-600
41 Victoria, sovereigns, 1847, 1848, 1849. young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), about very fine or better (3) £220-250

42 Victoria, sovereign, 1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), fine or better (4) £260-280

43 Victoria, sovereign, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), fine to almost extremely fine (5) £320-360

44 Victoria, sovereign, 1859, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), broken 5 in date, good fine, scarce £80-100

45 Victoria, sovereign, 1860, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), large 0 in date, good fine £100-150

46 Victoria, sovereigns, 1861, 1862, 1863, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), about fine or better (3) £210-230

47 Victoria, sovereign, 1862, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), 2 appears to be over a 1, an unlisted variety, about very fine, rare £600-800

48 Victoria, sovereigns, 1863, die no.2; 1864, die no.53; 1865, die no.13; 1866, die no.50; 1868, die no.37, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853), fine or better (5) £350-400

49 Victoria, sovereigns, 1869, die no. 34; 1869, die no.8; 1870, die no.122; 1871, die no.8; 1871, die no.11; 1872, die. nos. 7, 57, 88 and no number, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853/3853B/3852C), fine to extremely fine (9) £600-800

50 Victoria, sovereign, 1873, die no.1, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853B), about uncirculated, some scuffing £100-150
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coin</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>sovereign, 1879, young head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3856A), good fine and scarce</td>
<td>£150-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>sovereigns, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1876, 1878, 1880, 1884, 1885, young head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3856A/B), good fine to extremely fine (9)</td>
<td>£500-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>sovereigns, 1887, 1888, 1890, 1891, 1892, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon, (S.3866/B), fine or better (5)</td>
<td>£250-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>sovereigns, 1893, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1899, 1900, 1901, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3874), fine or better (7)</td>
<td>£350-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward VII</td>
<td>matt proof sovereign, 1902, head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3969), about FDC</td>
<td>£100-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward VII</td>
<td>sovereigns, 1902, 1905, 1906, 1907 (2), 1909, 1910 (2), head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3969), very fine or better (8)</td>
<td>£400-450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George V</td>
<td>proof sovereign, 1911, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3996), about FDC</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George V</td>
<td>sovereigns, 1911 (3), 1912 (4), 1913, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3996), very fine or better (8)</td>
<td>£400-450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George V</td>
<td>sovereigns, 1914, 1915 (2), 1916, 1925, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3996), very fine or better (5)</td>
<td>£250-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George VI</td>
<td>proof sovereign, 1937, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.4076), about FDC</td>
<td>£700-800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


64 Victoria - George V, sovereigns, 1885S, shieldback, 1873M, St. George reverse, 1887S, Jubilee head, 1898S, veiled head, 1911S, all very fine or better (5) £250-300

65 George III, half sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3786), extremely fine or better £300-350

66 George III, half sovereign, 1818, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3786), slight scratch in front of face, small dig on reverse, otherwise good very fine £150-200

67 George III, half sovereign, 1820, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3786), fine £80-100

68 George IV, half sovereign, 1821, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3802), has been lightly cleaned, otherwise about extremely fine £800-1200

69 George IV, half sovereign, 1823, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3803), lightly cleaned, otherwise good very fine £200-250
70 **George IV**, half sovereign, 1824, laur. head l., *rev. crowned shield of arms* (S.3803) *about mint state*  
£400-600

71 **George IV**, half sovereign, 1825, laur. head l., *rev. crowned shield of arms* (S.3803) *extremely fine*  
£300-400

72 **George IV**, half sovereign, 1826, 1827, bare head l., *rev. crowned shield of arms* (S.3804), the first *about fine with slight scratch on cheek*, the other, nearly *very fine* (2)  
£150-200

73 **George IV**, half sovereign, 1828, bare head l., *rev. crowned shield of arms* (S.3804), *very fine*  
£100-150

74 **William IV**, half sovereign, 1834, bare head r., *rev. crowned shield of arms* (S.3830) *extremely fine or better*  
£600-800

75 **William IV**, half sovereign, 1835, bare head r., *rev. crowned shield of arms* (S.3831), *about uncirculated and choice*  
£500-600
76  **William IV**, half sovereigns, 1836, 1837, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3831), *the first has some knocks on head, otherwise good very fine, the other, nearly very fine* (2)  £150-200

77  **Victoria**, half sovereigns, 1838, 1841, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 414/415), *the first nearly very fine, the other good very fine/nearly extremely fine, scarce* (2)  £200-300

78  **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1842, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 416), *extremely fine*  £200-300

79  **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1843, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 417), *good very fine*  £80-100

80  **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1844, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 418), *extremely fine*  £150-200

81  **Victoria**, half sovereigns, 1845, 1846 (2), young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 419/420), *very good, the last slightly bent* (3)  £90-120

82  **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1847, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 421), *slight hairlines, otherwise nearly extremely fine*  £120-150
83 Victoria, half sovereign, 1848/7, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 422A), about fine £80-100

84 Victoria, half sovereigns, 1849, 1850, 1851, 1852, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 423/424/425/426), very good to fine, the 1850 scarce but ex mount (4) £120-150

85 Victoria, half sovereign, 1853, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 427), appears to be an impaired proof, obverse scuffing, rare £800-1200

86 Victoria, half sovereigns, 1855, 1856, 1857, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 429/430/431), on the 1857, the 5 appears to be over a 4, fine to nearly very fine (3) £150-200

87 Victoria, half sovereign, 1858, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 432), slight hairline behind head, extremely fine £150-250

88 Victoria, half sovereigns, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1863, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859A; Marsh 433/434/435/437), the first and fourth very good, the second, nearly very fine, the third, good fine (4) £120-150

89 Victoria, half sovereign, 1864, die no.36, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3860; Marsh 440), about extremely fine £100-120

90 Victoria, half sovereign, 1866, die no.52, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3860; Marsh 442), practically mint state £150-250

91 Victoria, half sovereigns, 1865, die no.18; 1867, die no.12; 1869, die no.12; 1870, die no.33, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3860; Marsh 441/443/444/445), fine to very fine (4) £130-150
92 **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1872, die no. 93, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3860D; Marsh 447), *extremely fine* £150-200

93 **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1874, die no. 24, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3860D; Marsh 449), *extremely fine* £150-200

94 **Victoria**, half sovereigns, 1871 (2), 1872, 1873 (2), 1875, 1876, 1877, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3860D; Marsh 446/447/437/448/450/451/452), one 1873 has scratch on neck, very good to good very fine (8) £250-300

95 **Victoria**, half sovereigns, 1878, 1879, 1880 (2), 1883 (2), 1884, 1885, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3860D; Marsh 453/454/455/457/458/459), fine to about extremely fine (8) £250-350

96 **Victoria**, half sovereigns, 1887, 1890, 1891, 1892 (4), 1893, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3869), 1893 about uncirculated, scarce, the others very fine to about uncirculated (8) £250-300

97 **Victoria**, half sovereigns, 1893 (2), 1894, 1895 (2), 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900 (2), 1901, crowned, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3878), all fine to extremely fine (12) £350-450

98 **Edward VII**, half sovereigns, 1902, 1904, 1905, 1906 (2), 1907, 1908 (2), 1909, 1910, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3974), fine to good very fine (10) £250-300

99 **George V**, half sovereigns, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.4006), very fine to extremely fine (5) £120-150

100 **George VI**, proof half sovereign, 1937, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.4077), *about FDC* £150-200

101 **George VI**, proof half sovereign, 1937, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.4077), *about FDC* £150-200

102 **Elizabeth II**, proof half sovereigns, 1980, 1982, 1983, diademed head r., *rev.* St George and the dragon (S.4205), *all FDC, without cases of issue* (3) £100-120
A small group of rare Australian coins

103 **Victoria**, Adelaide pound, type one, 1852, date below crown within border, *rev.* value within beaded border, fine edge milling (KM1), *about extremely fine and exceedingly rare thus* £55000-65000

*ex Spink Auction 90, March 1992, lot 383*

Formerly in the possession of Capt. J J Cullimore Allen, author of the book 'Sovereigns of the British Empire'. This specimen is the actual coin illustrated on page 57 of this interesting reference work.

104 **Victoria**, Adelaide £1, type two, 1852, date below crown within border, *rev.* value within dentillated border (KM.2), *well struck for the issue although the rims are a bit soft as normally found, and satiny with only light abrasions in the mint frost, about mint state, no evident wear, very rare so fine* £18000-22000
105 **Victoria**, pattern or presentation two pounds, 1887S, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., **rev. St. George and the dragon, S mintmark above date** (KM.8; S.3865A), *this delightful example is virtually mint state, or nearly as struck, only tiny indications of handling being present, extremely rare. A major opportunity for the advanced collector of Australian or world gold* £60000-70000

*ex Sharps Pixley, November 1989, lot 1313
ex Captain Vivien Hewitt
ex Whetmore, March 1943, lot 181
ex Murdoch collection, July 1903. lot 614

Out of the eleven pieces struck, only four are available to collectors. Of those, two are in relatively poor condition due to mishandling while the third is in the Quartermaster collection and is not for sale – making this the finest specimen available.

This is, without a doubt, the best group of rare date Australian sovereigns to come to the market in the U.K. for many years.

**Melbourne Mint**

106 **George V**, sovereign, 1920M, bare head r., **rev. St. George and the dragon, M above date** (S.3999), *about uncirculated and rare* £3600-4000
107 **George V**, sovereign, 1921M, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.3999), about uncirculated, probably the second hardest date to find after the 1920 Sydney and very underrated. We have only handled one specimen in the last ten years £11000-12000

108 **George V**, sovereign, 1922M, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.3999), practically uncirculated and another very tough date to acquire £7500-8500

**Perth Mint**

109 **George V**, sovereign, 1926P, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, P above date, (S.4001), slight scuffing, about uncirculated and rare £800-1000

**Sydney Mint**

110 **George V**, sovereign, 1921S, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, S above date, (S.4003), very slight scuffing, about uncirculated and rare £800-1000
111 **George V**, sovereign, 1923S, bare head r., *rev. St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.4003), almost uncirculated and extremely hard to find nowadays* £10000-12000

112 **George V**, sovereign, 1926S, bare head r., *rev. St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.4003), almost uncirculated, another difficult coin to acquire these days. All these rare dates are currently fetching above catalogue price* £15000-17000

For other Australian coins see below – Lots 603-614

***

An interesting collection of coins
from the time of Stephen and the Civil War and Anarchy

113 **Stephen**, penny, 'Watford' type (BMC. 1), Canterbury, Robert, RODBERT:ON:CA[N], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, *rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 6e), flat on one edge, otherwise very fine or better with a strong portrait* £350-400

* ex Sotheby, December 1974, lot 7
ex Prestwich Hoard
114 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Chester, Almer, […] MER:ON:[…], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 9a), partly flat on obverse, reverse very off-centre, otherwise toned very fine
£300-400
* ex Sotheby, December 1974, lot 11

115 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Colchester, Edward, [ED]PARD:ON:COL[…], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 11b), partly flat, dark tone, good fine
£250-300
* ex Sotheby, October 1971

116 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Exeter, Simon, SIMVN:ON:EA[N], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 13 – moneyer not listed), slightly weak on obverse, dark tone, nearly very fine and extremely rare
£500-600
* ex Brettell Collection
ex P W P Carlyon-Britton, Sotheby, November 1916, lot 1443
ex Murdoch part I, Sotheby, March/April 1903, lot 247

117 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Gloucester, Wibert, PIBERT:ON:GOPE, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 14d), slightly crumpled, darkly toned, good fine or better
£300-400
* ex Elmore-Jones Collection, part 2, Glendining, April 1984, lot 1382

118 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Hastings, Sawine, SA[PIN]E:ON:[HAS]T, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 15b), good fine and toned but weak on obverse
£300-400
* ex Sotheby, December 1974, lot 27
ex Prestwich Hoard
119 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Hereford, Picric, PI[CR]ICE:ON:hER: crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles, dies of local style (S.1278; Mack 16e), toned, very fine, but weakly struck on the obverse, very rare £400-500

Same dies as Sotheby, December 1974, lot 28
Same dies as P W P Carlyon-Britton, Sotheby, November 1916, lot 1447

120 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Lincoln, Gladwine, G[LADEPIN:]ON:LI, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, no inner circle, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 21b var.), some flatness, dark tone, about very fine with a clear portrait £300-400

* ex Mossop Collection

This coin illustrated in Mossop’s ‘The Lincoln Mint’, pl.LXXXVI/10

121 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Lincoln, Reinald, RE[INAL:]ON:[L]IN, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; 21c), slightly bent, legends fairly flat, toned nearly very fine £250-350

* ex Glendining, November 1974, lot 82
ex Prestwich Hoard

122 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), London, Alfred, ALFRED[:ON:LVN, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 22b), reverse slightly off-centre, otherwise toned very fine or better, an attractive coin of the issue £350-450

* ex Lord Grantley, Glendining, April 1944, lot 1289
ex Rashleigh, Sotheby, June 1909, lot 531
ex Watford Find (1818)

123 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), London, Estmund, [E][STM][UND:ON[ ], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 22j), struck off-centre on a square flan, toned, about very fine £250-350

* ex Lord Grantley, Glendining, April 1944, lot 1290
ex Rashleigh, Sotheby, June 1909, lot 542
ex Watford Find (1818)
124 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Norwich, Adam, ADA[M:O]N:NOR[I:], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 24 – moneyer not listed), slightly creased and flat in places, otherwise lightly toned, very fine or better, a rare moneyer for the mint £400-500
* ex Glendining, September 1983, lot 81
ex Glendining, November 1974, lot 119
ex Prestwich Hoard

125 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Salisbury, Stanghun, [STANGHUN]ON:SA, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 29), creased and buckled, legends mostly flat good fine and extremely rare £300-400
* ex Glendining, September 1983, lot 86
ex Sotheby, December 1974, lot 74
ex Prestwich Hoard

126 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Shrewsbury, Robert, [RODBE]RT:ON:SROB, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 31b), on a chipped, slightly small flan, otherwise darkly toned about very fine with a good portrait £300-400
* ex Mack Collection (Sylloge 1595)
ex Glendining, September 1968, lot 154

127 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Southwark, Alfwine, ALFPIN[E:O]N:SVD: crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 32a), weak in places, otherwise toned, about very fine £300-400
* ex Spink Auction 95, November 1992, lot 60
ex Bareford Collection, Stacks, October 1981, lot 480

128 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Winchester, Alwold, ALPOLD:ON:P[IN], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 40a), a little flat in places, darkly toned, about very fine, an attractive specimen £400-500
* ex Mack Collection, part I, Glendining/ Spink, November 1975, lot 285 (Sylloge 1599)
Purchased May 1952, ex Duke of Argyll Collection
129 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), Worcester, Wulfrec, PVLFR[...], REC:; crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 41c), slightly bent, legends fairly flat, toned, good fine

£300-400

* ex Glendining, November 1974, probably lot 172

ex Prestwich Hoard

130 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I), York, Ulf, [VLFO]N EVE[...], crowned bust r., of irregular, local style, holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278; Mack 42e), slightly bent and partly flat, toned, good fine or better

£200-300

* ex Prestwich Hoard


£200-300

* ex Glendining, November 1987, lot 131 (part)

ex Beauvais Hoard

The reverse die reading is established from a die duplicate in the lot cited above. The mint remains uncertain since the moneyer Godfrey is otherwise unknown at this period.

132 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I(var.)), London, Liefred, [LIEFRED:ON:LV], bust wearing high-arched crown r., holding sceptre, annulet on band of crown, [STEFA]NVS, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278 var.; Mack 22), some flatness, dark toning, about very fine with a good portrait and very rare

£500-600

* ex J Youde Collection (private treaty, Spink, 1967)

ex P W P Carlyon-Britton, Sotheby, November 1916, lot 1492

The extra annulet in the crown may denote a die used at London for the Abbot of Reading or it may be an altered die of Henry I, type XIV. M. Archibald considers this variety, with its Latinized spelling and arched crown, to be a transitional type from the very start of Stephen’s reign. (BNJ 61, 1991)
133 **Stephen or Matilda**, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I[var.]), Lincoln, Rawulf, [RA]PUL[FO][N: NIC[O], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, [PERERIC], rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1279; Mack 45), *much peripheral flatness, centres about very fine* £800-1000

*M ex Sotheby, December 1974, lot 55
*ex Prestwich Hoard

Mack believes this obverse legend to be unintelligible. Archibald (op. cit.) considers it a rendering of the Anglo-Norman word ‘Empereriz’ meaning Empress.

134 **Stephen or Matilda**, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I[var.]), struck from blundered obverse die, London, Alfred, ALFR[ED:ON:LVND], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, […]LDI CO[…], rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278var.; Mack 238[Matilda] same dies), *some flatness, dark tone, nearly very fine* £400-500

*Mack (238) attributes this type to Matilda. The pairing with a London reverse die may make this seem unlikely but Archibald suggests that the PERERIC dies (and perhaps others) were prepared for Matilda ahead of her proposed coronation in the summer of 1141. Alfred is one of the moneyers found on the PERERIC issue (Mack 87).*

135 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I[var.]), struck from defaced die, uncertain mint, perhaps Nottingham, Swein, S[…SN[O..], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, defaced by large cross, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1283; Mack 138-149), *only a large fragment, dark tone, fine and very rare* £200-300

*ex Bowdoin College Collection

136 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I[var.]), struck from defaced die, Nottingham, Swein, SPEIN:ON:SNOT, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, defaced by small cross (with pellet below) on king’s face, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1284; Mack 149), *of coarse style, with additional hammering and scoring of obverse die, but toned, round and better than very fine, probably more or less as struck and extremely rare thus* £1200-1500

*ex Glendining, September 1983, lot 106
*ex Glendining, November 1974, lot 222
*ex Prestwich Hoard
137 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I[var.]), struck from defaced die, Lewes, William, LEM ON LE[PE], crowned bust r., holding sceptre, defaced by cross on king’s shoulder (?) and ornamental sceptre), rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1284/5; cf. Mack 154), obverse very weak but good fine and extremely rare £500-700
* ex ‘Sussex Mints’ Collection, Glendining/Baldwin, October 1985, lot 182
* ex Sotheby, December 1974, lot 36 [where the cataloguer failed to notice the defacement]
* ex Prestwich Hoard

The use of defaced dies at Lewes was not known to Mack. However, P J Seaby mentions the use of defaced dies at Steyning, Chichester and, tentatively, the Isle of Wight.

138 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I[var.]), struck from defaced die, uncertain mint, Robert, RO[DBE]RT:ON:[..]AVE, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, defaced by cross on king’s shoulder and ornamented sceptre shaft, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1284/5; Mack 154), slightly bent, broken and repaired, good fine and very rare £200-250
* Stray find from Lewes, Sussex.

Robert was a type VII moneyer for the nearby mint of Bramber. The reverse reading may end [..]ANE, like the uncertain coin Mack 154; BMC.231.

139 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I[var.]), imitation from unofficial dies, possibly baronial, mint and moneyer uncertain, +INA[….]E, crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278var.; Mack - ), of fine style, off-centre, toned very fine but broken and repaired, very rare £200-300
* Stray find, Lambourn, Berkshire, 1983

140 Stephen, penny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I[var.]), imitation from unofficial dies, mint and moneyer unknown, legends composed of strokes and circles, crowned bust left., holding pronged sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278var; Mack - ), cracked and with a small chip, otherwise toned, nearly very fine and extremely rare £350-450
* ex Spink Auction 20, March 1982, lot 95
* ex Glendining, November 1971, lot 154

From the same dies as Rashleigh, Sotheby, June 1909, lot 601

141 Stephen, cut halfpenny, ‘Watford’ type (BMC. I[var.]), imitation from unofficial dies, mint and moneyer unknown, +II[..]ITTIA; crowned bust r., holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1278var.), nearly very fine with a crude but interesting portrait, very rare £80-100
142 **Stephen**, penny, Voided Cross type (BMC. II), Canterbury, uncertain moneyer, […]:ON:CAN, crowned bust facing shouldering sceptre, rev. voided cross pattee, mullets in angles (S.1280; Mack 55), only a large fragment, but nearly very fine with a reasonable portrait, rare
£100-150

143 **Stephen**, penny, Voided Cross type (BMC. II), London, Robert, [R]ODBERT:ON[:L...], crowned bust facing shouldering sceptre, rev. voided cross pattee, mullets in angles (S.1280; Mack 61e), dark toning, nearly very fine and rare
£300-400

144 **Stephen**, penny, Voided Cross type (BMC. II), London, Wulfwine, PVLPINE[:ON]:LVN, crowned bust facing shouldering sceptre, rev. voided cross pattee, mullets in angles (S.1280; Mack 61 – moneyer not listed), toned, good fine and very rare
£350-450

Wulfwine is noted as a London moneyer by Mack in classes I, VI and VII

145 **Stephen**, penny, Voided Cross type (BMC. II), London, Haemund, HA[...]:ON:LVN, crowned bust facing shouldering sceptre, TSTIEINE, rev. voided cross pattee, mullets in angles (S.1280; Mack 61d, same obverse die), reverse off-centre, otherwise about very fine and rare
£350-450

* ex Dix, Noonan, Webb, September 1997, lot 211
ex Christie’s, May 1990, lot 45
ex Wicklewood, Norfolk Hoard

146 **Stephen**, cut halfpennies, Voided Cross type (BMC. II), ?London (3), Robert (2) […]ERT:O[...]
and RO[…], uncertain, […]D(?):ON:LVND; cut farthing, London, Godard, […]DARD[…]
(S.1280; Mack 61), fine or better (4)
£100-120

The last from the same dies as the Elmore-Jones specimen

147 **Stephen**, cut halfpennies, Voided Cross type (BMC. II), Norwich (2), Stanchil, […]NCHIL:ON: and Walter, PALTIER[…][S.1280; Mack 62d/e], nearly very fine (2)
£80-100

* Both ex Christie’s, May 1990, lot 68
ex Wicklewood, Norfolk Hoard

148 **Stephen**, cut halfpennies, Voided Cross type (BMC. II), Castle Rising, ?Robert, […]ON:RI[…], Norwich, Alfric, […]C:ON:N[…], (S.1280; Mack 56/62), both nearly very fine, the first with trace of crack (2)
£60-80

* The first ex G V Doubleday, Glendining, June 1988, lot 654
The second ex Christie’s, May 1990, lot 68, ex Wicklewood, Norfolk Hoard
149 Stephen, cut halfpenny, Voided Cross type (BMC. II), Pevensey, Alwine, [...]N:PEVEN (S.1280; Mack 63; BMC 168, this coin), toned, about very fine with a clear reading £80-100
* ex Elmore-Jones Collection, part 2, Glendining, April 1984, lot 1394
ex Montagu, Sotheby, May 1896, lot 326 (part)
ex Wakeford Collection and Linton Hoard (1883)

150 Stephen, penny, Southern variant, (BMC. I/II[var.]), uncertain mint and moneyer, [...]D:O[...], crowned bust r., rosette of pellets in place of sceptre, rev. plain cross pattee, mullets in angles (S.1293; cf. Mack 181/183), partly flat on a small, rather ragged flan, otherwise good fine with the important details showing clearly, very rare £800-1000
* Stray find, Winchester, 1993

151 Stephen, penny, Southern variant, (BMC. I[var.]), Southampton or Canterbury, Samson, SANSO[N:ONANT] crowned bust r., with collar of pellets, holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1295; Mack 207ff), on a small, irregular flan, dark tone, nearly very fine and very rare £300-400

152 Stephen, penny, Southern variant, (BMC. I[var.]), Southampton or Canterbury, Samson, SANSONE:ON[...], crowned bust r., with collar of pellets, holding sceptre, rev. cross moline, lis in angles (S.1295; Mack 207ff), on a small flan, bright, about fine and very rare £200-250
* ex Dix, Noonan, Webb, June 2001, lot 347

153 Stephen, penny, Midland variant, Lozenge Fleury type (BMC.IV), Lincoln, ?Paien, [...]N:ON[...], bust facing wearing crown of three fleurs, rev. lozenge fleury, annulets in angles (S.1301; Mack 72), slightly bowed, on a square, rather ragged flan, good fine and extremely rare £800-1000

154 Stephen, penny, Midland variant, Lozenge Fleury type (BMC.IV), ?Lincoln, Hugh, HVE:O[...], bust facing wearing crown of three fleurs, rev. lozenge fleury, annulets in angles (S.1301; Mack 72/75), a large fragment, only fine but with a clear portrait, very rare £100-150
155 Stephen, penny, Midland variant, Lozenge Fleury type (BMC.I/IV var.), uncertain mint and moneyer, [...]D/O.N[...], obverse unclear, rev. lozenge fleury over long cross, breaking legend (S. - ; Mack 186/187), on ragged, cracked flan, poor/ about fine but very rare £100-150

156 Stephen, penny, Cross Fleury type, (BMC.VI), ?London, Godard, GODARD:ON:[...]N, crowned bust l., holding sceptre, rev. cross fleury, trefoils in angles (S.1281; Mack cf. 86/88 – this moneyer not listed ), a little uneven, about very fine with a dark tone, very rare £600-800

* Stray find, East Anglia, 1984

Godard is listed as a London moneyer in class II (Mack 61c); several examples of class VI turned up in the Wicklewood Hoard (lots 102-107).

157 Stephen, penny, Cross Fleury type, (BMC.VI), London, Wulfwine, PVL[P]NE:ON:LV., crowned bust l., holding sceptre, rev. cross fleury, trefoils in angles (S.1281; Mack 87), broken and repaired, poor but very rare £60-80

* ex Christie’s, May 1990, lot 112

ex Wicklewood, Norfolk Hoard

158 Stephen, penny, Cross Fleury type, (BMC.VI), Durham or Dunwich, Turstan, TVRSTA[...]N: ON:DV, crowned bust l., holding sceptre, rev. cross fleury, trefoils in angles (S.1281; Mack -), bent and creased, dark toning, very fine or better, extremely rare £600-800

This moneyer was unknown to Mack for type VI – Turstan did, however, strike type II coins (Uppsala University Collection, Sweden). Three pennies and a cut half of class VI were present in the 1989 Wicklewood Hoard. The preponderance of East Anglian mints in that hoard suggests that Dunwich may be a more likely attribution at this period than Durham.

159 Stephen, penny, Cross Fleury type, (BMC.VI), ?Castle Rising, Robert, RO[D]BE[...],crowned bust l., holding sceptre, rev. cross fleury, trefoils in angles (S.1281; Mack 82), bent and with a small chip, fair, reverse off centre but nearly very fine, very rare £200-250

* Found in Norfolk not far from the site of the Wicklewood hoard.

160 Stephen, cut halfpennies, Cross Fleury type, (BMC.VI), Canterbury (2), Roger, ROGIER[...] and Robert, ROD[...].CAN; another, mint and moneyer uncertain (S.1281; Mack 79/80), all better than fine (3) £100-120

* The first two ex Christie’s, May 1990, lot 76

ex Wicklewood, Norfolk Hoard
161 Stephen, cut halfpenny, Cross Fleury type, (BMC.VI), uncertain mint and moneyer, DVI[…]:EIE, (S.1281; Mack -), broken and repaired, good fine and extremely rare £80-100

* Stray find from near Bury St. Edmunds.

Both moneyer's and mint name unrecorded for type VI although a BMC type I penny in the Prestwich hoard reading EI was attributed to Bury St. Edmunds. Seaby mentions the possibility of a mint at Eye in Suffolk, an attribution reiterated by Archibald.

162 Stephen, penny, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), Ipswich, uncertain moneyer, […]RI[E]ON: GIPES, crowned bust l., holding sceptre, rev. cross fleury, trefoils in angles (S.1282; Mack 114a), toned, much flatness but the centres very fine with a good portrait, extremely rare, probably only the second known £500-700

Reverse die-duplicate of the Hunterian specimen, BNJ XXVIII, 1957, p.549, pl. XXXI, 1

163 Stephen, penny, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), Lewes, Humphrey, H[…][O][…]EV[…], crowned bust l., holding sceptre, rev. cross fleury, trefoils in angles (S.1282; Mack 115), cracked, dark tone, fine and very rare £200-300

The reading of this coin is by no means certain. To the cataloguer's eye, the first letter could well be an R; the visible letters from the mint name could equally represent Pevensey or York.

164 Stephen, penny, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), Lincoln, Paen, PAEN:ON:L[…], crowned bust half-left, shouldering sceptre, rev. voided cross pommee, lis in angles (S.1282; Mack 116c), some flatness, dark toning, nearly very fine and very rare £400-500

* ex Elmore-Jones Collection, part 2, Glendining, April 1984, lot 1401

The Elmore-Jones ticket states that this type (BMC.204) was transferred from Northampton to Lincoln and refers to his paper published in BNJ volume XXVIII, 1957, page 549.
165 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), uncertain mint, ?Godwine, GODIN[…][…], crowned bust half-left, shouldering sceptre, *rev.* voided cross pommee, lis in angles (S.1282; Mack 117g), *fine or better and extremely rare* £300-400

Godwine is not listed by Mack as a moneyer for any of the substantive classes BMC II, VI or VII.

Godmer is known as a Huntingdon moneyer for type VII, as is an uncertain GOD… at Colchester.

166 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), London, Robert, RODBE[RT:ON:L]VN[…], crowned bust half-left, shouldering sceptre, *rev.* voided cross pommee, lis in angles (S.1282; Mack 117g), *partly flat, about fine and rare* £200-250

* ex Glendining, September 1983, lot 102
ex P W P Carlyon-Britton, Sotheby, November 1918, lot 1970

167 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), Norwich, Alvric, […]VRIC:ON:NOR, crowned bust half-left, shouldering sceptre, *rev.* voided cross pommee, lis in angles (S.1282; Mack 118a), *rare, on a small flan, some scratching on reverse, good fine with a reasonable portrait* £300-400

168 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), Norwich, Thor, THOR[…]RVI:, crowned bust half-left, shouldering sceptre, *rev.* voided cross pommee, lis in angles (S.1282; Mack 118e), *slightly bent, fair but rare* £80-100

169 **Stephen**, penny, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), ?Watchet, uncertain moneyer, TI[…]CHE (or CRS), crowned bust half-left, shouldering sceptre, *rev.* voided cross pommee, lis in angles (S.1282; Mack 128b, from this coin), *some flatness, dark tone, fine or better, extremely rare* £400-500

* ex Elmore-Jones Collection, part 1, Glendining, April 1983, lot 1113 (uncertain, possibly Watchet or Cirencester)
ex Drabble, lot 711 (attributed to Christchurch)

This coin, BNJ XXVIII, 1957, page 551, pl. XXXI, 21
* ex Elmore-Jones Collection, part 2, Glendining, April 1984, lot 1405
ex P W P Carlyon-Britton, Sotheby, November 1916, lot 1480

171 **Stephen**, cut halfpennies, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), uncertain mints and moneyers, [...]EM:ON[...] and ILLE[...]N:E: (S.1282), both *better than fine* £60-80

172 **Stephen**, cut farthings, ‘Awbridge’ type, (BMC.VII), Castle Rising, 2Hiun, [...]ISI[...], uncertain mint and moneyer, [...]HV[...] or [...]RO[...] (S.1282), *fine or better (2)* £60-80
* Both ex G V Doubleday, Glendining, June 1988, lot 654.
The first ex Elmore-Jones (in exchange)
The second ex Manton collection, Sotheby, February 1947, found at Dunwich.

---

**Baronial Coins**

173 **Stephen**, penny, Ornamented or ‘York’ group, Flag type, crowned bust r., holding banner instead of sceptre, star in field, rev. cross moline, lis in angles, jumbled letters interspersed with ornaments (S.1313; Mack 217n), *toned, legends about very fine, the centres tooled, very rare* £1500-2000
* ex Glendining, November 1988, lot 90
ex Firth, private treaty, Spink, 1967
ex E H Wheeler, Sotheby, March 1930, lot 189
ex C A Watters, Glendining, May 1917, lot 181
ex Rashleigh, Sotheby, June 1909, lot 629
ex Dean of St. Patrick, Sotheby, June 1842, lot 389

One of the Empress Matilda’s staunchest allies was her uncle, king David of Scotland. On Stephen’s accession to the throne, David decided to further her cause (as well as his own) by causing trouble and unrest in the north of the kingdom. By July 1138, David was on the point of invading Yorkshire. Stephen was too busy sorting out problems in the south to march north and tackle the problem, but a group of local barons, under the aging Archbishop Thurstan of York put together an army to halt the invading force. In the absence of the king himself, a ‘Standard’ was erected as a rallying-point – a ship’s mast, topped by a silver pyx of the Host, attached to cart and hung with the banners of the three main local churches, St. Peter of York, St. John of Beverley and St. Wilfred of Ripon. The battle took place on the 22nd August at Cowton Moor, near Northallerton. Indiscipline in the ranks of the Scots army led to a swift and crushing defeat from which king David and Matilda’s cause took some time to recover.

It may well be that the so-called ‘flag’ penny, where the normal sceptre is replaced by a three-stranded banner, shows a representation of the Standard itself. On the other hand, Peter Seaby (BNJ 53, 1983), who believed the coin was struck later in the 1140’s, suggested that it may represent the papal gonfalon sent out by Pope Eugenius ahead of the Second Crusade in 1147. Whatever the occasion, the flag penny represents another radical, if short-lived, departure from the normal coinage design of the times.
174 **Stephen and Queen Matilda.** penny, Ornamented or ‘York’ group, king and queen stg, facing each other, sceptre between, rev. cross fleury over cross pommee, annulets in angles, ornaments in place of legend (S.1315; Mack 220p), slight edge chip, dark tone, about very fine and very rare

£3000-3500

* ex Rashleigh, Sotheby, June 1909, lot 602
ex Rev. J W Martin, Sotheby, May 1859, lot 72
ex Brumell, Sotheby, April 1850, lot 266
ex Spurrier, Sotheby, August 1838, lot 38
ex Bentham, Sotheby, April 1838, lot 40

175 **Eustace FitzJohn,** penny, Ornamented or ‘York’ group, helmeted knight stg. r., holding sword, rev. cross pattee within quatrefoil, legend of jumbled letters and ornaments, STN[...]ASB* [...]E (S.1318; Mack 224), creased and slightly chipped, some light scratching on obverse, fine/ good fine and very rare

£1500-1800
William of Aumale, Earl of York, Ornamented or ‘York’ group, helmeted knight stg. r., holding sword, WILLELMVS, rev. cross pattee within quatrefoil, legend of jumbled letters and ornaments (S. - ; Mack - ), some chipping on edge, otherwise about very fine, apparently unique and unpublished
£8000-10000
177 **Henry of Blois, Bishop of Winchester**, penny, Ornamented or ‘York’ group, crowned bust r., holding crozier instead of sceptre, mullet in field, rev. cross pattee, large lis in angles (S.1322; Mack 229), two tiny rim nicks, hairline crack in centre, otherwise about very fine and excessively rare

* ex Dix, Noonan, Webb, March 2003, lot 552

Of the two specimens known to Mack, this seems to be from the same obverse die as Mack 229a. The reverse die appears to be unrecorded. It is also the best of the three known examples.

When his uncle, Henry I, died in December 1135, Henry of Blois was already a man of considerable influence in England holding, as he did, the position of Bishop of Winchester. Not only powerful, but also intelligent, history assumes that he had much to do with the succession of his brother Stephen to the throne ahead of his cousin, the Empress Matilda. Although he did much over the next few years to promote Stephen’s cause and secure his position as king, as well as possession of the royal Treasury at Winchester, Henry at times seems to have received little gratitude for his trouble. When the Archbishop of Canterbury died in November 1136, Henry seemed the ideal man for the post but Stephen delayed and prevaricated, eventually another candidate was elected to the See in December 1138. Henry was no longer his brother's man. He was still influential, for he had been appointed Papal Legate, but spent the next few years switching between whichever party he felt was in the ascendant. After the Battle of Lincoln in February 1141, with the king in captivity, Henry openly switched his allegiance to Matilda, trying to secure her accession and coronation in Westminster in the summer of 1141. The opposition of the Londoners, however, paid to this and Henry turned against her soon after.

From a man of such powerful and ambitious self-interest, it is not surprising perhaps that we should possess the only coin since the Norman Conquest to bear the portrait and title of a ruling Bishop – a situation which was, however, commonplace in contemporary Europe. At exactly what date such an extraordinary item might have been struck is not clear, but the historical events and the type of the coin itself suggest the turbulent period around the year 1140.

178 **Empress Matilda and Duke Henry**, penny, Cross Pattee over Cross Fleury type, Cardiff, [IOLI:DE:BRIT:C[AIE]R], crowned bust r., rev. cross pattee over cross fleury (S.1327b; Mack -), some staining on reverse, crimped, fair but extremely rare

* ex Spink Auction 20, March 1982, lot 38

ex Coed-y-Wenallt (Cardiff) Hoard

£1000-1200
179 **Henry of Anjou**, penny, type 3, uncertain mint and moneyer, bust r., wearing rectangular crown and holding sceptre, rev. cross fleury over quadrilateral fleury, pellets in centre (S.1329; Mack 250), small edge chip, legends almost entirely illegible, the centres about very fine, extremely rare £2500-3000

* Reported in the finds coin register, 1999

The absence of any legend means that this could be a coin of William of Gloucester (Mack 262). To the cataloguer’s eye, it seems to bear a greater stylistic resemblance to Mack 250.

180 **William of Gloucester**, cut halfpenny, type 3, uncertain mint and moneyer, […]LO?[…], obverse unclear, rev. voided cross bottonnee over quadrilateral (S.1334; Mack 264-8), only poor/fine but extremely rare £200-300

A *small but interesting group of Scottish and Irish Coins*

181 Scotland, **David I**, pennies, period D, uncertain mint and moneyer, blundered legends, crowned bust r., with sceptre, rev. cross fleury, pellet in each angle (S.5009), the first with edge chip, crude, fine; the second a fragment, fine (2) £350-450
182 Scotland, Malcolm IV, penny, type II var., crowned bust facing holding two sceptres, [...]M:R[E]X, rev. cross fleury, stalks in angles attached to pellets in two (cf.S.5016/7), much of the legends flat, the centres good fine or better, the type apparently unpublished £5000-7000

183 Scotland, Alexander III, second coinage, penny, type Mb, crowned head l., rev. long cross, mullets in angles, 24 points (S.5054); Ireland, Edward I, penny, type Ib, Waterford, crowned bust in triangle, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.6254), about very fine and good fine (2) £60-80

184 Scotland, James IV, half unicorn, type I, mm. lis, unicorn stg. l., with crown on neck, holding Scottish shield of arms, rev. large, wavy star over cross fleury, pellet in centre (S.5322), slight dig in obverse field, otherwise better than very fine, scarce £1600-2000

185 Scotland, James V, 2/3 ducat or ‘bonnet piece’, 1540, bearded bust r., wearing flat bonnet, rev. crowned shield of arms, 1-5 at sides (S.5374), slight flaw or dig in obverse field, old scratch above 5 on reverse, otherwise very fine or better and rare £3500-4500
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>James VI</td>
<td>seventh coinage, rider, 1594, armoured figure of king r., brandishing sword, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.5458), good very fine or better, scarce thus</td>
<td>£1500-2000</td>
<td>* ex Marshall Collection, Spink, March 2004, lot 294 ex Spink Numismatic Circular, November 1943, cost £7/10/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>James VI</td>
<td>seventh coinage, rider, 1599, armoured figure of king r., brandishing sword, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.5458), may have been tooled, about very fine</td>
<td>£800-1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>James VI</td>
<td>unit, mm. thistle, crowned bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms, Scottish lion in first and fourth quarters, IR at sides (S.5464), nearly very fine, the reverse a little double-struck</td>
<td>£700-900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
189 Scotland, James VI, second coinage, half merk or noble, 1574, crowned shield of arms between value, rev. ornate cross, crowns and thistles in angles (S.5478), striking split, some metal flaws on reverse, good fine/fine £80-100

190 Scotland, James I, thirty shillings, mm thistle, crowned figure of king on horseback r., shouldering sword, rev. garnished shield of arms (S.5503), fine/nearly very fine £100-150

191 Scotland, Charles I, third coinage, Briot’s issue, half unit, crown bust l., tiny b below, rev. crowned shield of arms, crowned C-R at sides (S.5534), old jeweller’s number scratched before face, slight reverse flan flaw, otherwise toned extremely fine and rare thus £3500-4500
192  Scotland, **William III**, 40 shillings, 1695, SEPTIMO, laur. bust l., 40 below, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.5679), *sometime polished, very fine* £200-300

193  Ireland, **John**, as lord of Ireland, second coinage (1190-99), halfpenny, type Ib, Dublin, Norman, diademed, moon-like face, rev. voided cross potent, annulets in angles (S.6205), *toned, a sharp very fine* £70-90

* ex W H Pheatt

194  Ireland, **Edward I**, farthing, type I, Waterford, crowned bust in triangle, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.6268), *very scarce, some flatness, good fine/ very fine* £150-200

195  Ireland, **Edward IV**, light ‘Cross and Pellets’ coinage (c. 1473-78), groat, Drogheda, mm. pierced cross, crowned bust facing, G below, rev. long cross, pellets in angles, extra pellets and annulets in quarters (S.6339A var.), *on a small flan as is often the case, otherwise toned and better than very fine, very rare thus* £300-400

196  Ireland, **Elizabeth I**, third issue, sixpence, mm. trefoil, shield of arms, rev. crowned harp (S.6508); **James I**, first coinage, shilling, mm. martlet, (S.6513); second coinage, shillings (3), mm. martlet (2), small rose/large rose (S.6515); sixpences (2), mm. rose (S.6517), *mostly fine or better* (7) £250-300
Ireland, Charles I, issue of 1649, ‘Ormonde money’, halfcrown, large crown, rev. large mark of value (S.6554), flat in places, otherwise very fine or better for issue and very rare £5000-5500
**English Hammered Coins**


199 **Edward III**, fourth coinage, half noble, treaty period, London, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, *rev.* ornate cross, E in centre (S. 1506), *very slightly creased, nearly very fine* £500-600

* sold with a Seaby ticket from 1966

200 **Henry IV/V**, imitative gold noble, (?) continental, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, trefoil on side of ship, annulet on rudder, *rev.* ornate cross, h in centre (cf.S.1715, 1741), *somewhat waterworn, with the appearance of being clipped, otherwise very fine or better, interesting and rare* £800-850

* from a western European sea salvage

201 **Henry V**, noble, type C, London, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, mullet by sword arm, broken annulet on ship, *rev.* ornate cross, h in centre (S.1742), *slightly small of flan, good very fine* £900-1100
202 **Henry VI**, noble, annulet issue, London, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, annulet by sword arm, rev. ornate cross, h in centre, annulet in one spandrel (S.1799), slightly irregular flan, otherwise nearly extremely fine  
£1200-1400

203 **Henry VI**, noble, annulet issue, London, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, annulet by sword arm, rev. ornate cross, h in centre, annulet in one spandrel (S.1799), slight crease, otherwise very fine or better with a red tone  
* ex Sotheby sale, 7-9 December 1915 (part lot 49)  
£800-900

204 **Henry VI**, noble, annulet issue, continental imitation of London type, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, annulet by sword arm, rev. ornate cross, h in centre, annulet in one spandrel (S.1801), struck on a large flan, good very fine  
£1000-1200

205 **Henry VI**, half noble, annulet issue, London, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, annulet by sword arm, rev. ornate cross, h in centre, annulet in one spandrel (S.1805), nearly very fine  
£400-500
206  **Henry VI**, Anglo Gallic, salut d’or, St Lo, mm. lis, the Annunciation above conjoined shields of France and England, *rev.* Latin cross within tressure, between lis and leopard (Elias 271; Fr.355), *just a trace of a crease, otherwise nearly extremely fine* £900-1100

207  **Edward IV**, first reign, light coinage, ryal, London, mm. crown, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, *E* on banner at stern, *rev.* sun and rose in centre of ornate cross (S.1951), *light scratches on obverse, about very fine and creased* £600-800

208  **Edward IV**, first reign, light coinage, ryal, continental imitation of London type, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, *E* on banner at stern, *rev.* sun and rose in centre of ornate cross (S.1952), *struck on a large flan as usual, slightly creased, very fine or better* £700-900

209  **Edward IV**, first reign, light coinage, ryal, Coventry, mm. sun, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, *E* on banner at stern, *C* in waves, *rev.* sun and rose in centre of ornate cross (S.1955), *not struck up on face, otherwise nearly extremely fine* £2500-3000
Henry VII, sovereign, type IV, mm. lis/dragon, crowned figure of king std. facing, holding orb and sceptre, on throne with broad seat and high canopy, rev. shield of arms at centre of full-blown rose (S.2175; Schneider 550), 15.3 gms, very slight crease, otherwise nearly very fine and extremely rare

* ex J H Barnes collection, Sotheby, June 1974, lot 109
ex Sotheby, February 1986, lot 63
ex Sotheby, October 1990, lot 303
ex Spink Auction 161, November 2002, lot 115
ex Samuel King collection, Spink Auction 173, 5 May 2005, lot 22
211 Henry VIII, second coinage, groat, Tower mint, mm. lis, crowned bust D to r., rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2337E), flat in places, otherwise very fine and toned with a good portrait £120-150

212 Henry VIII, posthumous coinage, half sovereign, Southwark, mm. -/E, king enthroned facing, holding orb and sceptre, rose below, rev. crowned shield of arms with lion and griffin supporters, HR below, E under shield (S.2394), good fine but with a decent portrait £600-800

213 Henry VIII, posthumous coinage, groat, Tower mint, mm. martlet, crowned bust 5 three-quarters facing, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms, half-roses in forks (S.2403), small striking crack, good fine for issue £80-100

214 Henry VIII, posthumous coinage, groat, York, no mm., crowned bust 6 three-quarters facing, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms, half-roses in forks (S.2409), edge split, otherwise fine or better £80-100

215 Edward VI, third period, half sovereign, mm. tun, half-length, crowned portrait of king r., holding orb and shouldering sword, rev. crowned shield of arms, ER at sides (S.2451), a little creased, otherwise better than very fine with an attractive portrait £4000-4500
216 Edward VI, fine silver coinage, shilling, mm. tun, crowned bust facing between rose and mark of value, bust variety without jewels in collar, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2482), extremely fine with light to medium grey toning, some golden highlights, on a full flan with sharply detailed legends (although the tun mintmark is flat on both sides), almost complete outer beaded circles, the only detriments being a few faint ancient scratches in the obverse field £1000-1250

Similar in overall quality to the Spink plate coin (page 228)

217 Mary, groat, crowned bust l., rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2492), scratched on obverse and slightly creased, otherwise about very fine with a strong portrait £220-250

218 Philip and Mary, sixpence, 1554, full titles, busts face-to-face, crown above, rev. crowned, garnished shield of arms, mark of value above (S.2505); Edward VI, fine coinage, shilling, mm. tun (S.2482) the first good fine but scratched, the second poor (2) £100-120

219 Elizabeth I, first issue, shilling, mm. lis, wire-line and beaded inner circles, crowned bust l. (B&C 2A), legend ends REGINA, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms, legend ends MEVM (S.2549), about fine, reverse better, rare with this short-lived bust £100-120

220 Elizabeth I, third issue, sixpence, mm. castle, 1570, crowned bust l. (B&C 4B) large rose behind, rev. shield of arms, date above (S.2562), very fine £120-150

221 Elizabeth I, third issue, sixpence, mm. acorn/ acorn over bulbous ermine, 1573, crowned bust l. (B&C 5A) large rose behind, rev. shield of arms, date above (S.2563), fine, reverse better £50-70
222  **Elizabeth I**, third issue, threepence, mm. lion over portcullis/ lion, 1566, crowned bust l. (B&C 3F), rose behind, *rev. shield of arms, date above* (S.2565), *very fine/ nearly very fine* £80-100

223  **Elizabeth I**, third issue, threepence, mm. ermine, 1572, crowned bust l. (B&C 4D), rose behind, *rev. shield of arms, date above* (S.2566), *irregular flan, flat in one quarter, otherwise good very fine with a charming portrait* £100-120

224  **Elizabeth I**, third issue, threepence, mm. acorn, 1573, crowned bust l. (B&C 4D), rose behind, *rev. shield of arms, date above* (S.2566), *toned, about very fine* £80-100

225  **Elizabeth I**, third issue, penny, mm. eglantine, crowned bust l. (B&C 5B), *rev. shield of arms* (S.2570), *better than fine and with a good portrait but off-centre and the mintmarks unfortunately weak, extremely rare* £150-200

Only struck for the Maundy ceremonies of the years 1575-1577

226  **Elizabeth I**, fifth issue, sixpence, mm. hand, 1590, crowned bust l, rose behind, *rev. shield of arms, date above* (S.2578A), *toned, good very fine* £200-250
Elizabeth I, milled coinage, sixpence, mm. star, 1563, crowned bust l., rose behind, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2598), extremely rare date, inexplicably worn as always, only fine
£150-200

Shortly after 25th March 1562/3 (when the year changed to 1563), plague arrived in London. As was often the case, it was particularly bad in summer – with many people leaving the city. Food was scarce and trade languished. The Mint was closed from early summer until the following spring. On re-opening, production was resumed but at a very slow rate due to scarcity of silver. This accounts for the rarity of 1563-dated coins in general and milled sixpences in particular – and also why most 1564 coins, like the following lot, have the date figures overstamped. [See Ruding p.158]

Elizabeth I, milled coinage, threepence, mm. star, 1564/3 crowned bust l., wearing elaborate dress, rev. long cross pattee over shield of arms (S. 2605), some peripheral weakness and crumpled as usual, otherwise better than very fine and toned with a sharp portrait, very rare
£400-500

James I, second coinage, unite, mm. rose, second bust crowned r., holding orb and shouldering sceptre, rev. crowned shield of arms, IR at sides (S.2618), ex-mount and gilt, otherwise nearly very fine
£300-350

James I, second coinage, unite, mm. coronet, fourth bust crowned r., holding orb and shouldering sceptre, rev. crowned shield of arms, IR at sides (S.2619), slight dig on face otherwise about very fine
£600-700
231 James I, second coinage, unite, mm. tower, fourth bust crowned r., holding orb and shouldering sceptre, rev. crowned shield of arms, IR at sides (S.2619), *reverse metal flaws, otherwise nearly very fine* £500-600

232 James I, second coinage, Britain crown, mm. trefoil, third bust crowned r., rev. crowned shield of arms, IR above (S.2625), *about fine* £100-150

233 James I, third coinage, angel, mm. lis, the archangel Michael slaying the dragon, mark of value in field, rev. ship sailing l., (S.2635; Schneider - this mint mark not represented), *has been repaired in field, very fine* £800-1000

234 James I, third coinage, laurel, mm. rose, second laur. bust, mark of value behind, rev. long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2638), *nearly very fine* £500-600

235 James I, third coinage, laurel, mm. lis, fourth laur. bust l., mark of value behind, rev. long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2638B), *slightly bent, better than very fine with a good portrait* £1000-1200
236  **James I**, third coinage, laurel, mm. lis, fourth laur. bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2638B), *a find coin, somewhat scuffed with ragged edge, otherwise about very fine with a good portrait*  
£500-600

237  **James I**, third coinage, laurel, mm. lis, fourth laur. bust variety l., mark of value behind, *rev.* long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2638C), *slight indentation above head, otherwise a really good very fine and toned with an excellent portrait*  
£1000-1200

238  **James I**, third coinage, laurel, mm. lis, fourth laur. bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2638C), *somewhat weak, very fine or better*  
£700-900

239  **James I**, third coinage, half laurel, mm. trefoil, fourth laur. bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2641A), *slightly weak on portrait but nearly extremely fine*  
£600-800
240 James I, third coinage, quarter laurel, mm. trefoil, fourth laur. bust l., mark of value behind, rev. long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2642A), somewhat creased, about very fine £200-250 * ex Sotheby sale, 29 July 1915 (part lot 210)

241 James I, first coinage, shilling, mm. thistle, second bust crowned r., mark of value behind, rev. shield of arms (S.2646), good extremely fine, original golden grey toning, somewhat shallow in its engraving but a remarkable specimen showing considerable underlying lustre and very little true wear. Very rare in this grade, among the finest seen by the cataloguer in many years £1250-1500 Better than the Spink plate coin in many respects (page 250)

242 James I, first coinage, shilling, mm. thistle, second bust crowned r., mark of value behind, rev. shield of arms (S.2646); sixpences (2), mm. thistle, 1603, mm. rose, 1604 (S.2648); second coinage, shilling, mm. rose (S.2655), the first good fine/very fine, the others fair to fine, the third holed (4) £150-180

243 James I, third coinage, halfcrown, mm. trefoil, crowned figure of king on horseback r. shouldering sword, rev. garnished shield of arms (S.2666), about very fine/good very fine £800-1000

244 Charles I, unite, Tower mint, mm. lis, first bust crowned l., wearing ruff and collar, mark of value behind, rev. crowned, square-topped, garnished shield (S.2688), flan slightly ragged, reverse a little double struck, otherwise very fine or better £600-800
245  **Charles I**, gold crown, Tower mint, mm. anchor, fourth bust crowned l., wearing lace collar, mark of value behind, *rev.* crowned, oval, garnished shield, crowned CR at sides (S.2707), *legends slightly weak in places, very fine or better with a good portrait*  
£300-400

246  **Charles I**, triple unite, Oxford mint, mm. plume/-, crowned bust of king l., holding sword and olive branch, plume behind, *rev.* declaration on scroll between mark of value and date, three plumes above, OXON below (S.2729), *some scoring in obverse field, a couple of small weak spots, otherwise nearly very fine, reverse better*  
£9500-10500  
*ex Marshall Collection, Spink, April 2004, lot 242*  
*ex Glendining, February 1999, lot 26*

247  **Charles I**, Tower mint, crown, type 2b1, mm. plume, crowned figure of king on horseback l., shouldering sword, *rev.* oval, garnished shield of arms, plume above between CR (S.2756), *some weakness in places, fine or better*  
£250-350

248  **Charles I**, Tower mint, halfcrown, type 3a1, mm. crown, crowned figure of king on horseback l., shouldering sword, *rev.* oval, garnished shield of arms (S.2771), *good fine*  
£60-80

249  **Charles I**, Tower mint, halfcrown, type 3a1, mm. tun, crowned figure of king on horseback l., shouldering sword, *rev.* oval, garnished shield of arms (S.2771), *nearly very fine, reverse better*  
£80-100
250  **Charles I**, Tower mint, shilling, type 1, mm. lis, crowned bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* long cross over square-topped shield of arms (S.2776; cf. Brooker 380), slight crease, otherwise toned nearly very fine  
£200-250

251  **Charles I**, Tower mint, shilling, type 2a, mm. feathers, crowned bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* oval, garnished shield of arms, C-R above (S.2783; cf. Brooker 445), nearly very fine/very fine  
£150-200

252  **Charles I**, Tower mint, shilling, type 4/1 var., mm. anchor l./ anchor r., crowned bust l., large mark of value behind, *rev.* long cross over square-topped shield of arms (S.2790), mm. anchor l. on obverse not listed in Brooker, scarce, some staining, fine, reverse better  
£80-120

253  **Charles I**, York mint, shilling, type 1, mm. lion, c. 1642-1644, crowned bust l., wearing scalloped lace collar, *rev.* square-topped shield of arms over long cross fleury, EBOR above (S.2870; N.2316), mint state, almost fully struck with the finest details showing great clarity (even the acorn stops in the reverse legend show every small detail; in fact only the face of the obverse mintmark lacks the deepest detail). The seventeenth-century lustre is somewhat prooflike and the coin is toned light gray. Struck on a full or “jumbo” flan with crisp legends and even a full outer toothed border on reverse  
£2500-3000

One of the most fully detailed and exquisite hammered silver coins extant, found years ago in northern England behind a drawer of a piece of Jacobean furniture. Finer than the Spink plate coin (page 270), and probably the finest known of its type. Truly a gem of a coin.
254  **Charles I**, Pontefract besieged, shilling, 1648, lozenge-shaped, crown above C-R, rev. castle between OBS and PC/ XII, date below, weight 5.17gms (S.3149), toned, very fine or better

£2500-3000

255  **Commonwealth**, unite, mm. sun, 1651, English shield of arms within wreath, rev. conjoined shields, mark of value above (S.3208), nearly extremely fine

£3000-3500

256  **Commonwealth**, unite, mm. sun, 1653, English shield of arms within wreath, rev. conjoined shields, mark of value above (S.3208), some scoring on reverse die, otherwise nearly extremely fine

£2500-2800
257 Commonwealth, crown, 1653, English shield of arms within wreath, rev. conjoined shields, mark of value above (S.3214; ESC.6), about extremely fine  £1400-1600

258 Commonwealth, halfcrown, mm. sun, 1656, English shield of arms within wreath, rev. conjoined shields, mark of value above (S.3215; ESC.437), struck on a perfectly round flan, nearly very fine  £250-300

259 Commonwealth, shilling, mm. sun, 1653, English shield of arms within wreath, rev. conjoined shields, mark of value above (S.3217; ESC.987), good very fine to about extremely fine with some original bloom  £300-400
An interesting collection of Pattern coins from Charles I to Victoria

260  **Charles I**, Tower mint, pattern shilling, 1628, crowned shield within the collar of the Order of the Thistle, all within the Garter itself, legend CAROLUS D G ANG SCO FRAN ET HIB REX, rev. REGIT UNUS UTROQUE, sceptre and trident in saltire, date 1628 in exergue (N.2676 [R], questioning denomination), good very fine, old grey tone £300-400

* ex Fearon Collection.

261  **Charles I**, Tower mint, pattern shilling, 1635, by Briot, crowned bust l., wearing lace collar, CAROLVS D G MAGN BRITANN FRANC ET HIBER REX, rev. ARCHETYPUS MONETAE ARGENTAE ANGLIAE, crowned, flat-topped shield of arms, crowned C-R at sides, 16-35 above (N.2677), reverse edge nick, good fine and extremely rare, a most interesting and unusual coinage prototype £900-1200

262  **Charles I**, Tower mint, pattern threepence, mm. bell, 1634, crowned bust l., rose behind, rev. SALUS REIPUBLICAE SUPREMEA LEX, oval garnished shield with date 1634 above (N.2679 [R]), extremely fine, lovely old grey tone, a delightful piece £600-800

* ex Brand, Norweb, Spink.
263 **Charles I**, Tower mint, pattern threepence, 1634, crowned bust l., CAR D G MAG BRIT FR ET H R, the bust reaching to the bottom edge, with rose and IID behind, *rev. SALUS REIPUBLICAE SUPREMA LEX*, square shield on cross fourchee with date 1634 above (N.2681 [R]), *good fine, light two-tone grey, pleasing for the grade* £500-700

*ex* Spink.

Supposedly one of just four specimens in private hands; the Osborne specimen was pierced and the Lockett/Brooker coin was both pierced and plugged.

264 **Charles I**, Tower mint, pattern half-groat, mm. heart, undated, design similar to that of Tower Group B, the second crowned bust left with mark of value II behind, *rev. IUSTITIA THRONUM FIRMAT* with square shield and mm. heart (N.2682 [ER]), *good extremely fine, slight wave to flan, marvellous old-cabinet tone, particularly sharp strike* £750-1000

*ex* Farquhar, (probably) Brice, G. Cope, B. Lorich.

265 **Charles I**, Tower mint, pattern half-groat, undated, crowned bust l., CAR D G MAG BRIT FR ET H R, with rose and IID behind, *rev. IUSTITIA THRONUM FIRMAT*, square shield on cross fourchee (N.2683), *good very fine, small adjustments at left obverse rim, old grey tone* £900-1200

*ex* Cuff (1228)
ex Bergne (844)
ex Addington
ex Montagu (402)
ex Murdoch (320)
ex Farquhar (153)
ex Snellenburg
ex Norweb (1448)

While North gives a rarity estimate of only R, the consignor believes this little specimen to be unique.
266 Charles I, Tower mint, pattern half-groat, undated, Briot’s uncrowned bust r. in ruff, CAR D G ANG SCO FR ET HIB REX, rev. REGIT VNVS VTROQVE, sceptre and trident in saltire (shares reverse design with N.2676, the pattern shilling) (N.2684 [N]), extremely fine or better, pleasing old dark cabinet tone £350-500
* ex Glendining.

267 Charles I, Tower mint, pattern half-groat, undated, Briot’s uncrowned bust r. in ruff, CAR D G MAG BRIT FRAN ET HI R, rev. FIDEI DEFENSOR, two Cs interlocked with crown above and ‘B’ below with pellet at each side of Briot’s initial (N.2687 [N]), good very fine, rich grey tone £250-350
* ex Davissons auction 15, lot 241.

268 Charles I, Tower mint, pattern half-groat by Briot, 1640, without any legend, rose and large crown above, B set off by oval pellets below between crowned C R, rev. design as obverse but thistle at centre with large crown above and date 1640 below, all arranged with diamond-shaped stops between crowned C-R (N.2688 [R]), good very fine and well struck, tiny scratches in fields, old grey tone, pleasing appearance in deeply setup rims £400-550
* ex Forster (Glendining 1953)
ex Slaney collection (52)

269 Charles I, Tower mint, pattern five-farthings, undated, crowned bust l., CAR D G MAG BRIT FR ET H R, the bust reaching almost to the bottom edge, similar to N.2681 but without rose or mark of value, rev. in exergue below line the value expressed as ‘V’ set off by two diamond-shaped pellets followed by ‘F’ with a tiny centred round pellet after it, above the exergue line an open rose surrounded by CHRIS AVSPICE REGN (N.2690 [VR]), good very fine, lovely light grey tone, an extremely rare and desirable piece £800-1000
* ex Murchison (322)
ex Addington
ex Montagu (403)
ex Murdoch (323)
ex Bliss (407)
ex Brand
ex Norweb (1451)
ex Lavertine

Stated by Spink to be one of three known.
270  **Charles I,** Tower mint, pattern penny, undated, crowned bust l., CAR D G MAG BRIT FR ET H R, with rose and ‘I’ (set off by diamond-shaped stops) behind, *rev.* IUSTITIA THRONUM FIRMAT, square shield on cross fourchee. Similar to N.2683 but for denomination (N.2691 [VR]), *good very fine, pleasing light grey tone* £800-1000

* ex Murdoch (326)
ex Bliss (405)
ex Brand
ex Norweb (1452)

Spink states this was one of two known, the other purchased for the British Museum at the Montagu sale as lot 403 in 1896, therefore this example unique in private hands.

271  **Charles I,** Tower mint, pattern penny, undated, crowned bust l., CAR D G MAG BRIT FR ET H R, with ‘I’ (set off by diamond-shaped stops) behind, *rev.* IUSTITIA THRONUM FIRMAT, square shield on cross fourchee, same as N.2691 but lacking the rose above the ‘I’ (N.2691-A? [VR]), *good fine, light grey tone* £250-300

* ex Bonhams

272  **Charles I,** Tower mint, pattern penny, undated, crowned C, CAR D G MAG BRIT FR ET H R, *rev.* FLOREBIT IN AEVUM, radiate rose, mm. small rose (N.2692 [VR]), *extremely fine, lovely light grey tone, sharply impressed and well centred* £500-700

* ex L. Bennett.
Important Pattern Shilling, ex Slaney

273 Charles I, pattern shilling, mm. rose, undated, model for the adopted Tower Group D coinage but without inner circles, large fourth bust of the king l., wearing armour and soft, falling lace collar, CAROLUS D G MAG BRIT FRA ET HIB REX, rev. garnished oval shield with C R at sides, CHRISTO AUSPICE REGNO without inner circle (N.2697 [ER]), struck on an exceptionally large and full flan, mint state, lovely original two-tone grey tone, lustre apparent beneath the colour, sharp in all details but for the king’s shoulder and portions of the outer legends, excessively rare, just two known (the other also once owned by Montagu, seen by both the Slaney cataloguer and the present cataloguer, differently struck with some design elements sharper on that and some sharper on this, the Slaney specimen) £5000-6000
* ex B. Bartlett, Gerard (52: 25 Apr 1787)
ex S. Tyssen (2010: 12 Apr 1802)
ex Durrant (Sotheby, 19 Apr 1847)
ex Addington, Montagu (Sotheby, 365: 13 Nov 1896)
ex Murdoch (Sotheby, 302: 8 Jun 1903)
ex Cumberland Clark (Sotheby, 185: 22 Jan 1914)
ex O. Fitch 1918 (collection purchased by Spink)
ex E. C. Carter 1950 (collection purchased by Baldwin)
ex Slaney (46, sold at £8,500 hammer).

274 Charles I, possible trial half-groat, undated, a mule of N.2250/N.2249: crowned portrait of the king facing l., within beaded circle, i.m. plume above outside circle, rev. crowned rose in plain field, legend surrounding, less than fine, old grey tone, struck off-centre £400-500
* ex Roth
ex Parsons
ex Mirrieson
ex Lockett
ex Brooker
Possibly unique.
275 William III, possible pattern halfpenny, GVLIELMVS DEI GRATIA instead of TERTIA in obverse legend, otherwise similar to the 1696 currency issue halfpenny (not known to Peck, the first example turned up in 1984 and was offered in the Seaby Bulletin for November of that year), about fine, much weakness of detail
* ex Johnstone (via Baldwins, 1973)
ex Shuttlewood
ex Nicholson (via C. Cooke)

Only two known

Norweb’s Binfield Pattern Halfcrown in Copper

276 George IV, pattern halfcrown in bronzed copper, undated, laureled bare-head portrait facing left in high relief of exquisite detail, signed ‘W. BINFIELD F.’ below truncation, rev. a caduceus entwined by 2 snakes between laurel leaves, denomination expressed as ‘2S 6D’ to the sides, edge plain (ESC-655 [R6: 3-4 known]); possibly modelled directly from the famous marble bust by Chantrey, so favoured by the king; likely c. 1824-25; of the highest rarity, one known in silver and two in this metal, all from the Norweb collection (only one copper, this piece, sold in the Norweb auctions; the other disappeared), a splendid specimen, virtually as struck, colour of deep mahogany, minted in high relief
* ex Montagu
ex Norweb
ex B. Lorich

Unknown to Crowther in 1886. Forrer tells us the engraver was a medallist of the Birmingham school who flourished during the first two decades of the 19th century, working in London and Paris, having also produced a medal of William Harvey in 1823 and another of Lord Byron in 1824.

277 George IV, trial farthing, 1821, laureate head l., similar to accepted design (S.3822) but the letters DEF in the legend are closer to FID, and the last colon is therefore farther from the lion’s nose, edge plain (P.1418 [EXR]), very fine in detail, soft strike on major high points, evidence of long circulation
* ex Spink.

Reputedly just two known.
George IV, trial halfpenny, 1827. Uniface trial piece struck on cowhide or ‘cow horn’ (not in Peck, but other trials were struck on leather, all very rare), extremely fine in detail, tiny flaws in the material including a nick on the edge, but pleasing overall and looking like a bronzed piece; remnants of a tag on reverse

£200-300

Victoria, trial or so-called ‘splash’ halfpenny, 1838, uniface, apparently on thin lead, young head portrait l., date 1838 below with three round pellets lower to right (not listed in Peck), extremely fine in detail, no damage and quite pleasant as well as fascinating, unique

£200-300

* ex C. Cooke (1979)
ex Nicholson (via C. Cooke)

Victoria, pattern decimal penny in bronze, 1857, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, date 1857 between tiny oval stops in exergue outside beaded circle, rev. Britannia seated on rock of ages to right with shield and trident, DECIMAL PENNY / ONE TENTH OF A SHILLING, roses as stops (P.1968 [VR]; Freeman 674 [R18, 6-15 known]), light discolouration but much lustre, proof nearly as struck

£1500-2000

* ex Spink

Victoria, pattern decimal halfpenny in bronze, 1857, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, two pellets with a rose within in exergue outside beaded circle, rev. Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident, DECIMAL HALFPENNY above, date in close roman numerals in exergue outside beaded circle, stop to either side a rose between thistle and shamrock, another very rare pattern, variant of the penny model (P.1973 [VR]; Freeman 675 [R18, 6-15 known]), proof with faint hairlines, virtually as struck, much brilliance

£1500-2000

* ex Peck, via Baldwin
282 Victoria, pattern five cents in bronze, 1857, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, rev. Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident, FIVE CENTS above, date in slightly wider (than P.1973) roman numerals in exergue outside beaded circle, stop to either side a rose between thistle and three shamrocks (P.1974; Freeman 678 [R18, 6-15 known]; reverse die-marriage to obverse of P.1973 and a decimal version of the halfpenny), slightly subdued brilliance, proof virtually as struck £600-800 * ex Bonham/Spink

283 Victoria, pattern two cents in bronze, 1857, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, a rose between two oval stops in exergue outside beaded circle, rev. Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident, TWO CENTS above, date in wide roman numerals in exergue outside beaded circle, stop to either side a tiny rose between thistle and shamrock (P.1975 [VR]; Freeman 679 [R18, 6-15 known]; decimal version of the farthing), brilliant proof as struck, a superb example £650-850 * ex Bonham/Spink

284 Victoria, pattern one cent in bronze, 1857, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, centred oval stop below in exergue outside beaded circle, rev. Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident, ONE CENT above, date in wide roman numerals in exergue outside beaded circle, oval stop at 3 and 9 o’clock also outside beaded circle (P.1976 [VR]; Freeman 680 [R18, 6-15 known]; decimal experiment for a half-farthing), streaky toning but brilliant, proof, virtually as struck £600-800 * ex Bonham/Spink

285 Victoria, pattern decimal halfpenny in bronze, 1857, young head l., wearing wreath made of thistles, within beaded circle, date 1857 without stops in exergue below outside beaded circle, rev. Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident, DECIMAL HALFPENNIE above, 5 CENTIMES below outside beaded circle, an oval stop at either side at 8 and 4 o’clock positions (P.1977 [VR]; Freeman 682 [R18, 6-15 known]), extremely fine proof, virtually as struck but toned a lovely brown colour £600-800 * ex Spink
286 **Victoria**, pattern farthing in bronze, 1857, young head l., wearing wreath made of thistles, within beaded circle, tiny date 1857 without stops in exergue below outside beaded circle, *rev.* Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident, ONE FARTHING above, 2 CENTIMES below outside beaded circle, an oval stop at either side at 8 and 4 o’clock positions (P.1978 [VR]; Freeman 683 [R18, 6-15 known]), *proof, virtually as struck, handsome rose-brown toning* £1000-1200
* ex Peck via Baldwin.

287 **Victoria**, pattern decimal penny in bronze, 1859/7, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, date 1859/7 between oval stops in exergue outside beaded circle, *rev.* Britannia seated on rock of ages to right with shield and trident, DECIMAL PENNY / ONE TENTH OF A SHILLING, roses as stops (P.1980 [ER]; Freeman 685 [R18, 6-15 known]; *extremely rare* variant of the obverse die-hub 1, used for P.1968/1969, the top horizontal of the 7 clear under the 9), *extremely fine proof, virtually as struck but toned a lovely brown colour* £1500-2000
* ex Saward
ex Brand
ex Norweb
ex Adams

288 **Victoria**, pattern half decimal penny in bronze, 1859, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, date 1859 without stops in exergue below outside beaded circle, *rev.* Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident, HALF DECIMAL PENNY / ONE TWENTIETH OF A SHILLING without stops surrounding, outside beaded circle (P.1981 [VR]; Freeman 686 [R19, just 2-5 known]), *extremely fine proof, slightly mottled brown toning, excessively rare* £1500-2000
* ex Spink
289 **Victoria**, pattern half decimal penny in bronze, 1859, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, date 1859 without stops in exergue below outside beaded circle, *rev.* Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident, **HALF DECIMAL PENNY / ONE TWENTIETH OF A SHILLING** without stops surrounding, outside beaded circle. (P.1981 [VR]; Freeman 686 [R19, just 2-5 known]), *extremely fine proof, lovely brown colour, long die break through reverse, a duplicate of this super-rare pattern!* £1200-1500

* ex Spink

290 **Victoria**, pattern decimal penny in bronze, 1859, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, date 1859 without stops in exergue below outside beaded circle, *rev.* Britannia seated on rock of ages to right with shield and trident, **DECIMAL PENNY / ONE TENTH OF A SHILLING** surrounding, roses as stops (P.1985 [ER]; Freeman 687 [R19, only 2-5 known]), *extremely fine proof, a few tiny surface marks, lovely brown colour, an important and ultra-rare penny pattern!* £750-1000

* ex St James, auction 2, lot 471

**Unique ‘Decorated Trident’ Pattern Penny**

291 **Victoria**, pattern decimal penny in bronze, 1859, young head l., wearing diadem ornamented with leaf-design, within beaded circle, date 1859 without stops in exergue below outside beaded circle, *rev.* the large head of a trident ornamented with scrolls, a dolphin facing downward and inward on either side of the trident's outer prong, **DECIMAL 1 PENNY** below (P.1994 [PU]; Freeman 700 [R20: believed unique]), one of the greatest of all bronze rarities, sharing a reverse conception seen on almost no other coin (compare the Binfield pattern halfcrown, also in this sale, for possible inspiration), *a proof virtually as struck, handsome iridescent tan surfaces showing only slight disturbance, and utterly rare, the only known example!* £1500-2000

* ex B. Lorich
292 **Victoria**, pattern decimal halfpenny in bronze, 1859, young head l., wearing elaborately jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, date 1859 without stops in exergue below outside beaded circle, rev. DECIMAL HALF PENNY in 3 lines inside wreath of laurel leaves and berries (P.2000 [ER]; Freeman 706, listed as cupro-nickel (R19: 2-5 known), *proof with brilliance fading to tan, otherwise as struck and lovely* £750-1000 ex Peck, via Baldwin.

293 **Victoria**, pattern half decimal penny in bronze, undated, young head l., wearing jewelled diadem, within beaded circle, a rose between 2 pellets in exergue below outside beaded circle, rev. HALF DECIMAL PENNY in 3 lines inside beaded circle surrounded by a treasure of 32 curves, with roses, thistles and shamrocks at the points of the curves (P.2002 [ER]; Freeman 710, listed as aluminum-bronze [R18, 6-15 known]), a delightful reverse design, perhaps inspired by the colonial bronzes made for use in India, *proof in nearly full lustre, surfaces as struck, deep impression of the dies, a superb piece!* £750-1000 ex Ferrari ex Brand ex Norweb ex B. Lorich

294 **Victoria**, pattern one cent in bronze, undated, young head l., wearing laurel wreath and single fillet, within beaded circle, rose below in exergue outside beaded circle, rev. ONE CENT in 2 lines, inside beaded circle, surrounded by a wreath of laurel leaves and berries (P.2005 as bronze [ER]; Freeman 709, listed as cupro-nickel (R19: 2-5 known), *proof in nearly full lustre, surfaces as struck, delightful and of the highest rarity* £1000-1250 ex Nobleman ex Brand ex Norweb (2: 685) ex Spink
**Exquisite and Ultra-rare Penny Pattern**

295 **Victoria**, pattern penny in bronze, 1859, young head l. with double plain fillets resembling the portrait used on the large copper penny (and halfpenny) of this era, without ‘W:W incuse’ on truncation as found on related patterns, date 1859 immediately below neckline of portrait, with a broad security rim (flat, undecorated, but with heavy inner beading), *rev.* Britannia in high relief seated on rock of ages facing right, holding shield in front of rock and trident extended along left arm, decorative rose, thistle and shamrock joined beneath, in exergue, again with the same broad security rim, edge plain (P.2013 [EXR]; Freeman 722, listed as cupro-nickel (R19: 2-5 known), a superb proof in nearly full brilliance with a blush of golden rose iridescence, fields of deep mirror quality, portrait lightly frosted in high relief against surfaces, an important rarity in stunning condition! £1500-2000
* ex Baldwin
ex Norweb
ex B. Lorich

Peck states this was struck from current copper halfpenny dies but on a larger flan and having the wider rims, therefore more the size of a full penny, but no denomination appears on the piece and it could readily be collected as a halfpenny. The consignor wishes to note that he considers this specimen ‘absolutely breathtaking’ in its beauty, and further states ‘I cannot recall seeing a nicer example of a Victoria pattern’. It would be difficult to disagree, as the coin is pristine, as struck aside from slight toning, as well as a great rarity.

296 **Victoria**, pattern halfpenny in bronze, 1859, young head l. with double plain fillets, within beaded circle, date 1859 between 2 oval ornaments below outside beaded circle, *rev.* Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident, within beaded circle, outside the beaded circle below a rose, thistle and shamrock close together, between two oval ornaments well spaced (P.2017 [ER]; Freeman 726 (R19: 2-5 known), a delightful design obviously intended as a sample of the coming bronze coinage, also superbly preserved, and utterly rare, *proof as struck aside from some mellow toning, beautiful surfaces* £1500-2000
* ex Norweb
ex Terner (removed from NGC slab designating it as PF66RB; tag insert accompanies coin).
**‘Unique Metal’ Pattern 1859 Penny**

297 **Victoria**, pattern penny in ‘bronze – yellow alloy’, 1859, large young head l. with double plain fillets resembling the portrait used on the large copper penny of this era, plain field with VICTORIA DEI GRATIA surrounding the portrait and date 1859 below neckline, ‘narrow outer raised rim’, rev. large Britannia in high relief seated on rock facing right, holding shield in front of rock and trident extended along left arm, plain open field, in exergue a cluster consisting of rose, thistle and shamrock joined, ‘narrow outer raised rim’ (P.2020 [PU]; Freeman 719, listed as cupro-nickel [R20: believed unique]; while no denomination appears on this specimen, it fully resembles the copper penny issue of this era aside from the metal), virtually as struck, slight weakness of impression and showing circular hub transfer-lines on Britannia’s breast, pleasing light colour; no rarer coin exists, making this a keystone for any penny collection  
£1500-2000  
* ex Adams

298 **Victoria**, pattern farthing in bronze, 1859, young head l. with double plain fillet, within beaded circle, tiny rose centred below outside the beaded circle, rev. diminutive Britannia seated facing right on rock holding shield and trident within beaded border, ONE FARTHING outside along top and date in roman numerals MDCCCLIX along bottom, separated by oval ornaments, (P.2023 [ER]; Freeman 731, listed as cupro-nickel (R19: 2-5 known), slight hairlines on brilliant proof surfaces, a sparkling and extremely rare piece!  
£600-800  
* ex Peck, via C. Cooke

299 **Victoria**, pattern penny in copper-nickel, 1859, crown with beaded circle, date in small digits centred below outside beaded circle, rev. large l. within wreath (P.2027 [PU]; Freeman 735 [R20: believed unique]), nearly extremely fine, pleasing light colour, exceedingly rare!  
£1250-1500  
* ex St James sale 2 (473)

300 **Victoria**, pattern twopence in copper-nickel, 1859, crown in plain field surrounded by royal titles in Latin, rev. plain field with large 2 in centre and smaller PENCE curved above, with date 1859 below, round roses as stops (P.2029 [ER]; Freeman 737 (R19: 2-5 known), proof, virtually as struck, lovely light colour and reflectivity, and extremely rare  
£600-800  
* ex Spink
301 **Victoria**, pattern penny in copper-nickel, 1859, crown in plain field surrounded by royal titles in Latin, rose as stop at bottom, rev. plain field with large 1 centred within an octagonal, PENNY curved above and date 1859 below at bottom, small rose at either side; dotted, incuse edge (P.2031 [ER]; Freeman 739 [R18, 6-15 known]), *proof virtually as struck, light toning* £400-600
* ex Nobleman
  ex Brand
  ex Norweb
  ex B. Lorich

302 **Victoria**, pattern penny in nickel-brass, 1859, crown in plain field surrounded by royal titles in Latin, rose as stop at bottom, rev. plain field with large 1 centred within an octagonal, PENNY curved above and date 1859 below at bottom, small rose at either side; dotted, incuse edge (P.2031 [ER]; Freeman 739 [R18, 6-15 known]), *proof virtually as struck, light toning* £400-600
* ex Spink

303 **Victoria**, pattern penny in copper-nickel, 1859, crown in plain field surrounded by royal titles in Latin, rose as stop at bottom, rev. plain field with large 1 in centre, PENNY curved above and date 1859 centred below at bottom, small rose at either side (P.2034 [ER]; Freeman 742 [R18, 6-15 known]), *proof virtually as struck, light toning* £650-850
* ex Brice
  ex Montagu
  ex Murdoch
  ex Nobleman
  ex Brand
  ex Norweb

304 **Victoria**, pattern penny in copper-nickel, 1859, crown in plain field surrounded by royal titles in Latin, rose as stop at bottom, rev. plain field with large 1 in centre, PENNY curved above and date 1859 centred below at bottom, small rose at either side; *same as last but edge is dotted, incuse* (P.2035 [EXR]; Freeman 743 (R19: 2-5 known), *extremely fine proof, pleasing colour, of great rarity* £700-900
* ex C. Cooke
305  Victoria, pattern half penny in copper-nickel, 1859, tiny crown in plain field surrounded by royal titles in Latin, rose as stop at bottom, rev. plain field with ½ centred, PENNY curved above, date 1859 centred at bottom, small rose at either side (P.2036 [ER]; Freeman 744 [R18, 6-15 known]), proof virtually as struck, light toning £400-600 * ex Spink

306  Victoria, pattern half penny in nickel-brass, 1859, tiny crown in plain field surrounded by royal titles in Latin, rose as stop at bottom, rev. plain field with ½ centred, PENNY curved above, date 1859 centred at bottom, small rose at either side (P.2036 [ER]; Freeman 744 [R18, 6-15 known]), proof virtually as struck £400-600 * ex Peck, via Baldwin.

307  Victoria, pattern half penny in nickel-brass, 1859, tiny crown in plain field surrounded by royal titles in Latin, rose as stop at bottom, rev. plain field with ½ centred, PENNY curved above, date 1859 centred at bottom, small rose at either side; as the preceding but edge dotted, incuse (P.2037 [ER]; Freeman 745 [R18, 6-15 known]), proof virtually as struck £400-600 * ex Spink
**English Milled Coins**

308 Oliver Cromwell, broad, 1656, by Simon, laur head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3225), *a few scratches in front of forehead, otherwise nearly very fine/ very fine*  
£3500-4500

309 Oliver Cromwell, gold medallion for his death, 1658, by an uncertain Dutch medalist, laur bust l., rev. shepherd tending his flock near an olive tree (Eimer 201), *scratched in reverse field, otherwise good very fine and scarce*  
£1000-1200

310 Oliver Cromwell, crown, by Simon, 1658/7, laur head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3226; ESC.10), *toned, nearly very fine*  
£2200-2500

311 Oliver Cromwell, crown, by Simon, 1658/7, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3226; ESC.10), *slightly scuffed, otherwise good fine*  
£1500-2500
312 **Oliver Cromwell**, halfcrown, 1658, laur head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3227A; ESC.447), tiny scratch or flaw through OLI of OLIVAR, about mint state £2500-3000

313 **Oliver Cromwell**, halfcrown, 1658, laur head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3227A; ESC.447), toned, good very fine £1800-2000

314 **Charles II**, hammered coinage, second issue, unite, mm. crown, laur. bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* crowned, oval, garnished shield, CR at sides (S. 3304), good very fine or better with reddish toning, graded by NGC as XF45 £2500-3000

315 **Charles II**, crown, 1679, T. PRIMO, third laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles (S.3358; ESC.56), good very fine to extremely fine £1200-1500
316 Charles II, crown, 1679, T. PRIMO, fourth laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles (S.3359; ESC.57), adjustment marks above head, good very fine to nearly extremely fine £1000-1200

317 Charles II, halfcrown, 1679, T. PRIMO, fourth laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles (S.3367; ESC.481), cleaned, very fine / good very fine £200-300

318 Charles II, shilling, 1663, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles, Scottish and Irish shields transposed (S.3371; ESC.1024[R3]), haymarked on obverse, otherwise nearly very fine £400-500

319 Charles II, shilling, 1663, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles, Scottish and Irish shields transposed (S.3371; ESC.1024[R3]), light scratch in front of face, otherwise good fine and rare £200-300

320 Charles II, shilling, 1663, first laur. bust variety r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles (S.3372; ESC.1025), toned, very fine or better £200-300
321 Charles II, pattern shilling or farthing in copper, 1663, by Blondeau, laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform emblems, interlinked C’s in centre (S. - ; ESC.1067A; P.488), very rare, nearly very fine £600-800

Although including them in his catalogue, Peck in his footnote on these pieces (p.133) seems to favour their attribution as pattern shillings.

322 Charles II, shilling, 1668, second laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles (S.3375; ESC.1030), tiny flan flaw behind head, otherwise better than extremely fine £800-1000

323 Charles II, shilling, 1674, second laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles, plume in centre (S.3377; ESC.1041[R4]), very rare, good fine £800-1200

324 Charles II, sixpence, 1681, laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles (S.3382; ESC.1520), good very fine £200-250

325 Charles II, sixpence, 1683, laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles (S.3382; ESC.1523), slightly off-centre, good very fine £250-300

326 Charles II, farthing, 1675, laur. bust l., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3394; P.528), extremely fine or better with traces of lustre, rare thus £400-500
327 Charles II, tin farthing, 1685, laur. bust l., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3395; P.538), some reverse corrosion, otherwise very fine and extremely rare, only a few specimens known

£1000-1500

328 James II, five guineas, 1686, SECUNDO, laur. head l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3396), has been mounted and repaired, nearly very fine

£1000-1500

329 James II, five guineas, 1687, TERTIO, second laur head l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3397A), the usual minute surface marks, otherwise nearly extremely fine

£9000-10000

* ex Samuel King collection, Spink Auction 173, 5 May 2005, lot 117

330 James II, two guineas, 1688/7, laur head l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3399), nearly extremely fine with attractive red toning

£8000-9000

* ex Samuel King collection, Spink Auction 173, 5 May 2005, lot 121
331  **James II**, crown, 1687, TERTIO, second laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3407; ESC.78), *weakness above head and at corresponding place on reverse, otherwise good very fine* £500-600

332  **James II**, tin farthing, 1684, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3420; P.545), *extremely rare, very good to about fine, only a few known* £1200-1500

333  **James II**, tin farthing, 1685, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3420; P.546), *good fine for issue* £300-400

334  **James II**, tin farthing, 1686, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3420; P.552), *very rare, reverse adjustment mark and scratch by plug, otherwise good fine* £250-350

335  **James II**, tin farthing, 1687, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3420; P.554), *the rare variety for the date, with the bust cuirassed not draped, slight edge flaw, only about fine/ fair but extremely rare, only a few specimens known* £1500-2000
336  **William and Mary**, guinea, 1689, conjoined laur. heads r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3426), *may have been lightly gilt, otherwise good very fine* £1000-1200

337  **William and Mary**, guinea, 1693, conjoined laur. heads r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3426), *good very fine, repaired in field* £1000-1500

338  **William and Mary**, guinea, 1693, conjoined laur. heads r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3426), *fine* £400-500

339  **William and Mary**, guinea, 1694/3, conjoined laur. heads r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3426), *nearly very fine and rare* £1500-2000

340  **William and Mary**, halfcrown, 1689, PRIMO, conjoined laur. busts r., *rev.* crowned shield (S.3435; ESC.510), *toned, good very fine or better* £600-800
341 William and Mary, tin farthing, 1689, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3450; P.563), extremely rare, good very fine for issue with a clear date, very few specimens known £2000-2500

Probably one of the most desirable tin farthings. Including this specimen, the cataloguer has only seen 3 - 4 pieces in 35 years.

342 William and Mary, tin farthing, 1690, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3451; P.579), some slight corrosion on edge, otherwise extremely fine for issue and very rare thus £1500-2000

343 William III, five guineas, 1701, D. TERTIO, ‘fine work’, second laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3456), some light rubbing on top of hair, otherwise about mint state with old, red toning and struck on a broad flan. A magnificent piece £10000-15000

344 William III, five guineas, 1701, D. TERTIO, ‘fine work’, second laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3456), almost extremely fine £6500-7000
345 **William III**, crown, 1696, OCTAVO, third laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3472; ESC.89), edge knock by date, otherwise good very fine to nearly extremely fine £450-550

346 **William III**, crown, 1700, DUODECIMO, third laur. bust variety r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3474; ESC.97), small metal flaw by eye, otherwise nicely toned, about uncirculated £700-800

347 **William III**, halfcrown, 1698, DECIMO, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3494), extremely fine or better but with adjustment marks on bust £200-250

348 **William III**, halfcrown, 1698, DECIMO, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3494), haymarked and slightly double-struck, otherwise good very fine £250-350
349 William III, proof shilling, 1699, fourth ‘flaming hair’ laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, plain edge (S.3515), possibly R8, just one or two known, choice proof, glittering mirrors, with delightful greyish green toning. At one point the edge is extra-thick, which has caused a die-bulge on the reverse near the extra-high rim at that point. Graded by PCGS as PR64. £6500-7000

Comes with Spink ticket noting it as R8, also with an ancient ticket reading 'F.D.C. R8'. An important rarity, as a seventeenth-century Proof, but also in fantastic condition and a Terner Registry coin.

350 William III, sixpence, 1697C, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3529; ESC.1557), scarce, double-struck, about fine. £60-80

351 William III, sixpence, 1697, second laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3537; ESC.1564), flan corroded and haymarked, otherwise nearly very fine. £80-100

352 William III, sixpence, 1697, laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3538); George II, sixpence, 1758, old laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3711); George III, sixpence, 1787, laur. bust r., rev. cruciform shields, crowns in angles (S.3749), the first mint state, the others extremely fine, the second cleaned (3). £120-160

353 William III, halfpenny, 1696, on a thick flan, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (cf.S.3554; P.639 var.) a few edge knocks, fine and rare. £80-100

354 William III, proof farthing in silver, 1699, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (cf.S.3558; P.682), toned, about FDC, graded by NGC as PF64. £600-800
355  **Anne**, guinea, 1710, third bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3574), *slight edge flaw between 10 and 12 o'clock on obverse, otherwise good very fine or better* £800-1000

356  **Anne**, guinea, 1714, third bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3574), *better than very fine* £1200-1500

357  **Anne**, guinea, 1714, third bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3574), *better than very fine* £800-1000

358  **Anne**, guinea, 1714, third bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3574), *slight dent on shoulder, fine/ good fine* £350-450

359  **Anne**, halfcrown, 1707, SEPTIMO, plain, bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3604; ESC.574), *slight flecking, otherwise about mint state and scarce* £600-800
360  **Anne**, shilling, 1708, third bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3610), *about mint state* £200-250

361  **Anne**, pattern halfpenny in silver, undated, c. 1712, bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear, crown above (S.-; P.727), *an extremely rare coin, toned extremely fine or better* £1600-1800

362  **Anne**, farthing, 1714, bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3625), *mahogany-brown tone, gleaming surfaces with lustre subdued only by time, good extremely fine, touch of rub on the high points. Remarkably free from abrasions, and one of the prettiest seen of this grade.* £750-900

A classic British copper rarity of this era, made at the very end of Anne’s reign and life.

363  **George I**, guinea, 1715, second laur. head r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3629), *tiny crack in flan below bust, some haymarking, otherwise nearly extremely fine* £1500-2000

364  **George I**, guinea, 1726, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3633), *extremely fine* £2500-3000
365 **George I**, quarter guinea, 1718, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3638), *uncirculated, a handsome gold colour* £500-600
One of the nicest of a couple dozen pieces found some years ago in a London chimney. Struck only in this one year at the start of the king’s reign.

366 **George I**, shilling, 1723 SSC, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, SSC in angles (S.3647; ESC.1176), *bright, about mint state, graded by NGC as MS63* £200-300

367 **George I**, shilling, 1723 SSC, second laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, SSC in angles (S.3648), *toned, extremely fine or better* £200-300

368 **George I**, sixpence, 1723 SSC, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, SS C in angles (S.3652), *uncirculated and choice, well struck overall, greyish silver toning with amber highlights* £300-350
Unlike the shillings of this variety, there has never been a “find” of sixpence pieces in Mint State, which are far rarer and seldom seen in better conditions. This coin is exceptional to be sure. Catalogues for £200 in extremely fine, so should easily be worth the estimate

369 **George I**, pattern halfpenny in silver, 1717, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (cf.S.3659; P.727), *very rare, about FDC* £1700-1900
370 George I, halfpenny, 1719, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3659; P.782), this specimen has the so-called 'obliquely-grained edge', extremely fine and extremely rare, only a couple of examples known £2000-2200

371 George I, 'dump' farthing, 1717, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3661), scarce, just fine £100-120

372 George II, five guineas, 1729, EIC, TERTIO, young laur. head l., EIC below, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3664), obverse slightly scuffed, light haymarking across reverse shield, otherwise prooflike extremely fine £6500-8500

373 George II, five guineas, 1741, D. QUARTO, young laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3663A), slight scuffing on neck, otherwise practically uncirculated and lightly toned £8000-10000
374  **George II**, five guineas, 1741, D. QUARTO, young laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3663A), *good extremely fine*  £6500-8500

375  **George II**, two guineas, 1739, intermediate laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3668), *light scratch in front of face, extremely fine*  £1000-1200

376  **George II**, guinea, 1731, young laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3672), *very fine/good very fine*  £800-1000

377  **George II**, guinea, 1752, old laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3680), *nearly extremely fine, reverse better*  £650-850

378  **George II**, guinea, 1760, old laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3680), *extremely fine*  £1000-1200
379 George II, half guinea, 1729 EIC, young laur. head l., EIC below, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3682), good very fine and rare £3500-4000
* ex Samuel King collection, Spink Auction 173, 5 May 2005, lot 177

380 George II, half guinea, 1759, old laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3685), practically mint state, graded by PCGS as MS62 £800-1200

381 George II, crown, 1739, DVODECIMO, roses, young laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, roses in angles (S.3687; ESC.122), slight dig on neck, otherwise better than extremely fine and toned, graded by NGC as MS62 £1500-1700

382 George II, farthing, 1736, triple tie ribbons, young, laur. bust l., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3720; P.865), rare variety, extremely fine with traces of lustre £400-500

383 George III, guinea, 1786, fourth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3728), good extremely fine and scarce this choice £600-800
384 George III, guinea, 1789, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), good fine £120-150

385 George III, guinea, 1793, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), extremely fine or better £400-500

386 George III, guinea, 1793, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), some reddish toning, very fine £150-180

387 George III, guinea, 1794, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as MS61 £350-400

388 George III, guinea, 1794, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), very fine £180-220

389 George III, guinea, 1796, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), extremely fine or better, the rarest date £1000-1200
390 **George III**, guinea, 1798, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3729), *uncirculated, a very pleasing example, far finer than most seen; almost flawless surfaces, brilliant* £700-850

391 **George III**, guinea, 1798, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3729), *practically mint state, graded by NGC as MS63* £400-450

392 **George III**, guinea, 1798, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3729), *toned, about very fine* £180-220

393 **George III**, guinea, 1799, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3729), *very fine and very scarce* £250-300

394 **George III**, half guinea, 1777, fourth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3734), *a few scratches on obverse, good very fine* £100-150

395 **George III**, half guinea, 1779, fourth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3734), *about uncirculated* £150-250
396 George III, half guinea, 1801, sixth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3736), nearly very fine £80-100

397 George III, half guinea, 1806, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3737), extremely fine, reverse better £200-250

398 George III, half guinea, 1806, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3737), about extremely fine £150-200

399 George III, half guinea, 1810, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3737), about extremely fine £200-250

400 George III, half guinea, 1810, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3737), about uncirculated £120-150

401 George III, pattern third guinea, 1776, plain edge, by Yeo, laur. head r., rev. crowned lion on crown (S. - ; WR.137), very rare, about FDC, with faintest hairlines. Struck on a superior flan and very sharp (both unusual qualities on this issue, which often comes on poorly prepared flans). Tin-silver streak on lion’s crown, & buckled obverse die to right of king’s face (normal on this issue) £1500-2000

One of the finest known of this classic pattern

402 George III, third guineas, 1804 (2), second laur. head r., rev. crown, date below (S.3740), nearly very fine and about extremely fine (2) £120-150

403 George III, third guineas, 1804 (2), 1808, second laur. head r., rev. crown, date below (S.3740), the first fine, the others better than very fine, the second with some scratching on reverse rim (3) £150-180
404 **George III**, third guinea, 1806, second laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3740), *about uncirculated*  
£250-300

405 **George III**, third guinea, 1810, second laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3740), *about uncirculated*  
£220-250

406 **George III**, proof third guinea, 1813, by Pingo after the model by Marchant, second laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3740; WR.140[R6]), *extremely rare, estimate of just 3-5 pieces known, FDC with marvellous original colour and a delicate portrait. PCGS-graded PR65 Cameo*  
£3000-3500

Possibly the finest known specimen, with a provenance that cannot be beaten. Proof mintage is unknown but the date itself is rare, being the final year of issue of this denomination.

407 **George III**, Yorkshire, Sheffield, gold half guinea token, 1812, Younge, Wilsons & Younge, phoenix rising from flames, *rev.*, ‘Standard Gold 10s  6 d’ (Dalton 37), *extremely fine and very rare*  
£2000-2500

One of just 3 gold token issues of this period. For one of the others, see St James’s Auction 2, lot 369.

408 **George III**, Bank of England, dollar, 1804, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia seated within crowned garter (S.3768), *about mint state, graded by NGC as MS65*  
£800-900
409 George III, Bank of England, dollar, 1804, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l. within crowned garter (S.3768), extremely fine or better, toned £500-600

410 George III, Bank of England, proof 5/6, 1811, in silver, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia seated within crowned garter (S. - ; ESC.194), bright, with a few hairlines, about FDC, graded by NGC as PF62 cameo £4200-4500

Extremely rare in silver, very few examples known.
A specimen struck on a thick flan sold in June 2005 for $30,000.00 in a Goldberg sale

411 George III, Bank of England, proof 1/6d, 1812, laur. bust r., rev. value within wreath (S.3771), toned, about FDC £250-300

412 George III, shillings, 1787, laur. bust r, rev. cruciform shields, crowns in angles, with and without semee of hearts on Hanoverian arms (S.3746/3743; ESC.1225/1216), stops above head in different positions, both extremely fine or better (2) £80-120

413 George III, shilling, 1787, laur. bust r, no stop above head, rev. cruciform shields, crowns in angles, without semee of hearts (S.3744; ESC.1218), deeply toned, extremely fine £80-120
414 **George III**, shilling, 1787, laur. bust r, *rev.* cruciform shields, crowns in angles, without semee of hearts, no stops by date (S.3745; ESC.1222), scarce, better than extremely fine £100-120

415 **George III**, pattern shilling, 1798, by Milton, very large laur. head r. *rev.* large ornate crowned shield of arms of especially fine engraving, plain edge (S. - ; ESC 1243[R5]), extremely rare: only 5-10 known, including examples permanently impounded in museum collections. Proof FDC with exquisite charcoal-grey surfaces and hints of deep blue iridescence. Perfect strike with full details in every part of the design. £3000-3500

416 **George III**, pattern sixpence, 1790, by Droz, crowned royal cipher within wreath, *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (ESC.1645), nicely toned, extremely fine to uncirculated £200-250

417 **George III**, pattern sixpence, 1790, by Droz, crowned royal cipher within wreath, *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (ESC.1645), nicely toned, extremely fine to uncirculated £200-250

418 **George III**, pattern sixpence, 1790, by Droz, crowned royal cipher within wreath, *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (ESC.1645), nicely toned, extremely fine to uncirculated £200-250

419 **George III**, pattern sixpence, 1790, by Droz, crowned royal cipher within wreath, *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (ESC.1645), nicely toned, extremely fine to uncirculated £200-250
420 George III, pattern sixpence, 1790, by Droz, crowned royal cipher within wreath, rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (ESC.1645), nicely toned, extremely fine to uncirculated £200-250

421 George III, pattern sixpence, 1790, by Droz, crowned royal cipher within wreath, rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (ESC.1645), nicely toned, extremely fine to uncirculated £200-250

422 George III, pattern sixpence in white metal, 1799, by Taylor after Milton for Fullerton, bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, plumes in angles (S. -; ESC. – BNJ 2002), nearly FDC, graded by NGC as PF61 £200-300

423 George III, pattern halfpenny or shilling in copper, undated, by Taylor after Milton for Fullerton, head of Adam Smith r., rev. female figure std. r. (D&H.7), about mint state, graded by NGC as MS64 £300-400

424 George III, sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785), slight scratching in obverse field, extremely fine £600-800

425 George III, sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785), nearly very fine £200-300
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>George III, sovereign, 1820, large date, open 2, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785C), tiny edge knock by date, nearly extremely fine</td>
<td>£400-500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>George III, sovereign, 1820, large date, open 2, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785C), nearly fine</td>
<td>£100-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>George III, proof half sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3786; WR204[R4]), rare, very slight hairlining, about FDC</td>
<td>£2500-3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* ex John Jay Pittman collection, part 3, D Akers, August 1999, lot 3896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purchased from Spink, August 1955, for $28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429</td>
<td>George III, half sovereign, 1818, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3786), about extremely fine</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>George III, half sovereign, 1818, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3786), good very fine</td>
<td>£100-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
431 George III, crown, 1819, LX, laur head r., rev. St George and dragon (S.3787; ESC.216), mint state, graded by PCGS as MS65 £1050-1150

432 George III, halfcrown, 1817, laur. ‘bull’ bust r., rev. crowned shield within garter (S.3788), toned, extremely fine £120-150

433 George III, shillings, 1816, 1819, 1820, laur head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3790), very fine to about extremely fine (3) £80-100

434 George III, mis-struck shilling, 1819, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield within garter (S.3790), off-centre, toned, very fine or better £80-100

435 George III, sixpences, 1816, 1817, 1818, 1819, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield within garter (S.3791), about extremely fine to mint state (4) £80-120

436 George IV, proof five pounds, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3797), obverse with a few hairlines, otherwise about FDC and choice £8000-10000

437 George IV, two pounds, 1823, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3798), good very fine £400-500
438 George IV, proof sovereign, 1821, laur. head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3800; WR.231), about FDC £2500-3500

439 George IV, sovereign, 1822, laur. head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3800), good fine £120-150

440 George IV, sovereign, 1825, laur. head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3800), very scarce, good extremely fine £2500-3000

441 George IV, sovereign, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), extremely fine, reverse better £500-700

442 George IV, sovereign, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), good extremely fine or better £700-800

443 George IV, sovereign, 1827, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), about mint state and choice £1000-1200
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td>George IV, sovereign, 1829, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), bruise in reverse field, otherwise nearly extremely fine</td>
<td>£400-500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445</td>
<td>George IV, half sovereign, 1823, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3803), good fine</td>
<td>£80-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>446</td>
<td>George IV, half sovereign, 1828, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3804), extremely fine, reverse better</td>
<td>£300-400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>447</td>
<td>George IV, crown, 1821, SECUNDO, laur. head l., rev. St George and dragon (S.3805; ESC.246), a few spots on neck, otherwise about mint state and toned</td>
<td>£1500-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>448</td>
<td>George IV, crown, 1822, TERTIO, laur. head l., rev. St George and dragon (S.3805; ESC.252), practically mint state, graded by NGC as MS63</td>
<td>£1400-1600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>449</td>
<td>George IV, halfcrowns, 1820, 1821, laur. head l., rev. crowned garnished shield (S.3807), the first about extremely fine with some scratches on neck, the second just extremely fine (2)</td>
<td>£150-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>George IV, halfcrown, 1825, bare head l., rev. crowned helmet over ornate shield of arms (S.3809), about uncirculated</td>
<td>£120-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451</td>
<td>George IV, shillings, 1821, laur. head l., rev. crowned, garnished shield (S.3810); 1823, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield within garter (S.3811), the first very fine with an edge nick, the second about mint state (2)</td>
<td>£100-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
452 **George IV**, shillings, 1825, 1826, bare head l., *rev.* lion on crown (S.3812); **William IV**, shilling, 1834, bare head r., *rev.* value within wreath (S.3835), *the first two extremely fine or better, the third good very fine* (3) £100-150

453 **George IV**, proof sixpence, 1821, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3813; ESC.1655[R2]), *toned, about FDC* £300-400

454 **George IV**, sixpences, 1821, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned, garnished shield of arms (S.3813); 1824, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned shield within garter (S.3814), *extremely fine and good very fine* (2) £70-90

455 **George IV**, sixpence, 1825, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned shield within garter (S.3814), *bright, about mint state* £120-150

456 **George IV**, sixpences, 1826, 1829, bare head l., *rev.* lion on crown (S.3815), *the first with date double-struck, about extremely fine, the other very fine* (2) £60-80

457 **George IV**, proof sixpence, 1829, bare head l., *rev.* lion on crown (S.3815; ESC.1667[R4]), *attractively toned, about FDC and extremely rare* £700-800

458 **George IV**, penny, 1825, laur. head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3823; P.1420), *extremely fine to uncirculated* £200-250

459 **George IV**, penny, 1827, laur. head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3823; P.1430), *extremely rare, good fine* £150-250
460 William IV, proof two pounds, 1831, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3828; WR.258), obverse with a few light hairlines, otherwise about FDC £4000-5000

461 William IV, sovereign, 1832, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), about very fine £220-250

462 William IV, sovereign, 1832, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), about very fine £220-250

463 William IV, sovereign, 1835 (5 over 3?), bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), extremely fine / about uncirculated £550-650

464 William IV, half sovereign, 1835, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3831), very fine £200-250

465 William IV, half sovereign, 1835, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3831); George IV, half sovereign, 1823, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3803), the first with some scratching on neck, otherwise good fine (2) £220-250
466 William IV, gold medallion for the Coronation, 1831, by W Wyon, head of king r., rev. head of queen Adelaide r., 33mm, weight 27.5gms (Eimer 1251), the official Royal Mint issue, about FDC
£1200-1500

467 William IV, gold medallion for the Coronation, 1831, by W Wyon, head of king r., rev. head of queen Adelaide r., 33mm, weight 27.3gms (Eimer 1251), the official Royal Mint issue, about FDC
£1200-1500

468 William IV, halfcrown, 1834, block WW, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3834A; ESC.660); mint state, rare
£700-800

469 William IV, sixpences, 1831, 1835, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (S.3836), the first mint state and toned, the second bright, about uncirculated (2)
£100-120

470 William IV, sixpences, 1834, 1836, 1837, bare head r., rev. value within wreath (S.3836), the first very fine, the others nearly extremely fine (3)
£100-120

471 William IV, pattern groat, 1836, bare head r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and trident FOUR PENCE above (S. - ; ESC.1924), some light hairlining, about FDC, a charming little coin
£600-700

472 William IV, groats, 1836 (3), bare head r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and trident (S.3837), lightly toned, about mint state (3)
£150-180

473 William IV, groats, 1836 (2), bare head r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and trident (S.3837), lightly toned, about mint state (2)
£100-120
474 **William IV**, groats, 1836 (2), bare head r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and trident (S.3837), lightly toned, about mint state (2) £100-120

475 **William IV**, penny, 1831, bare head r., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3845; P.1455), well struck, extremely fine or better £200-250

476 **William IV**, penny, 1831, bare head r., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3845; P.1455), very fine or better £100-120

477 **William IV**, penny, 1834, bare head r., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3845; P.1459), slight scratch beneath chin, extremely fine or better £250-300

478 **Victoria**, pattern sovereign, 1837, by Wyon, young head l., rosette either side of date, *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S. - ; WR.296), about FDC, graded by PCGS as PR64 deep cameo, very rare and certainly the finest example to come on to the market in many years. A spectacular piece £10000-12000
479 **Victoria**, proof sovereign, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, die axis ↑↑ (S.3852; WR.302), scarce variety, choice, about FDC
£3000-4000

480 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1848, first (small) young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), a very rare variety for this date, good fine
£500-600

481 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1851, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), practically mint state, graded by NGC as MS63
£280-300

482 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1853, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), about uncirculated
£150-200

483 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1874, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853B), the last date of the London shield-back sovereigns, about uncirculated and extremely rare thus, one of the finest known
£4000-5000

Catalogues £4500 in extremely fine

484 **Victoria**, proof sovereign, 1871, young head l., rev. St. George and the dragon, milled edge (S.3856), brilliant FDC, graded by PCGS as PR65 cameo, a superb coin and extremely rare
£8500-10000

We purchased one of these a few years ago for a client in the USA at $24,000
485 **Victoria**, proof sovereign, 1871, young head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, plain edge, struck en medaille (S.3856; WR.319), *about FDC* and brilliant, graded by PCGS as PR63 cameo, *a lovely example of this very rare coin. Only a few specimens known* £5000-7000

486 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1879, young head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3856A), *very rare*, scratch on head, *almost extremely fine* £400-500

487 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1879, young head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3856A), *very rare*, *nearly extremely fine* £500-700

488 **Victoria**, proof half sovereign, 1839, young head l., *rev.* crowned garnished shield of arms, die axis ↑↓ (S.3859; WR.343), *a few light hairlines, otherwise about FDC* £1000-1500

489 **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1853, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh 427), *mint state*, graded by PCGS as MS64 £250-300

490 **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1857, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859); sovereign, 1870, die no. 123, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853B), *the first about uncirculated, the second good very fine* (2) £250-280
491 Victoria, five pounds, 1887, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3864), slight rim bruises, otherwise good very fine or better £400-450

492 Victoria, five pounds, 1887, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3864), mint state £600-800

493 Victoria, five pounds, 1887, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3864), mint state £600-800

494 Victoria, five pounds, 1887, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3864), mint state £600-800
495 **Victoria**, five pounds, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3864), *mint state* £600-800

496 **Victoria**, five pounds, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3864), *slight obverse rim damage, otherwise prooflike, about extremely fine* £500-550

497 **Victoria**, two pounds, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3865), *a nice uncirculated coin showing attractive light yellow gold toning, graded by PCGS as MS63* £400-450

498 **Victoria**, two pounds, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3865), *uncirculated, graded by PCGS as MS64* £300-400

499 **Victoria**, two pounds, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3865), *uncirculated, graded by PCGS as MS64* £300-400
500 Victoria, two pounds, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3865), 
*about uncirculated*  
£300-350

501 Victoria, two pounds, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3865), 
*better than extremely fine*  
£300-350

502 Victoria, five pounds, 1893, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3872), 
*mint state, graded by PCGS as MS64*  
£1400-1600

503 Victoria, two pounds, 1893, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3873), 
*a few nicks, otherwise about extremely fine*  
£300-350

504 Victoria, two pounds, 1893, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3873), 
*about uncirculated*  
£400-450

505 Victoria, proof half sovereign, 1893, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3878), 
*choice, about FDC*  
£400-600
**506** *Victoria*, medallions for the Golden Jubilee, 1887, by J E Boehm and F Leighton, in gold (58mm.), silver and bronze, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* figure of Empire enthroned, surrounded by standing and reclining figures (Eimer.1733), some hairlining on the gold and silver, otherwise about FDC. An attractive set in a contemporary fitted case – most unusual £1200-1500

**507** *Victoria*, crown, 1844, VIII, cinquefoil edge stops, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3882; ESC281), lightly toned, slight edge bruise on reverse, otherwise, better than extremely fine £1500-2000

**508** *Victoria*, crown, 1845, VIII, cinquefoil edge stops, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3882; ESC282), a couple of tiny marks on obverse, otherwise bright, better than extremely fine £1300-1500
509 Victoria, crown, 1847, undecimo, crowned 'gothic' bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288), attractively toned, about FDC  £2000-2500

510 Victoria, crown, 1847, undecimo, crowned 'gothic' bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288), light hairlines in field, otherwise extremely fine to FDC  £1500-1800

511 Victoria, crown, 1847, undecimo, crowned 'gothic' bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288), tiny rim nick below bust, obverse hairlined, otherwise extremely fine or better  £1200-1400

512 Victoria, crown, 1847, undecimo, crowned 'gothic' bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288), light scratch below chin, a couple of tiny nicks on obverse, otherwise toned, extremely fine or better  £1000-1200
513 **Victoria**, crown, 1847, undecimo, crowned ‘gothic’ bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288), *a couple of small marks on bust, reverse edge knock, otherwise better than extremely fine but bright*  
£800-1000

514 **Victoria**, crown, 1847, plain edge, crowned ‘gothic’ bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.291), *a brilliant proof with slight patchy toning*  
£1800-2200

515 **Victoria**, crown, 1847, plain edge, crowned ‘gothic’ bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.291), *a brilliant proof with light golden patches of toning*  
£2000-2200

516 **Victoria**, proof halfcrown, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, plain edge (S.3885; ESC.670), *obverse hairlines, toned about FDC*  
£800-1000
517 Victoria, halfcrown, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, milled edge (S.3887; ESC.668[R4]), *very rare, only about fine but hard to find in any condition nowadays* £300-400

518 Victoria, ‘godless’ florin, 1849, crowned bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3890); florin, 1887, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3925), *the first cleaned, about extremely fine, the other about uncirculated* (2) £60-80

519 Victoria, proof shilling, 1839, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3904), *extremely fine or better* £200-250

520 Victoria, shillings, 1842, 1844, 1852, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3904), *the second about uncirculated, the others good very fine or better, the last cleaned* (3) £120-150

521 Victoria, shillings, 1858, 1860, 1861, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3904), *the first toned, uncirculated, the others extremely fine* (3) £250-300

522 Victoria, shilling, 1860, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3904), *better date, uncirculated with silver and gold toning. One of the nicest specimens extant* £250-350

523 Victoria, shilling, 1864, die no. 5, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3905), *toned, uncirculated* £120-150

524 Victoria, shillings, 1864, 1870, 1872, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3905/3906A), *the first toned, extremely fine, the others about mint state* (3) £250-300

525 Victoria, shillings, 1873, 1877, 1883, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3906A/3907), *the first toned, extremely fine, the others about mint state* (3) £200-250

526 Victoria, shillings, 1884, 1885, 1886, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3907), *extremely fine to about uncirculated* (3) £120-150
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coinage</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>527 Victoria, shilling, 1887, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3907), probably struck from proof dies, mint state, far better than a currency strike</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>528 Victoria, sixpences, 1845, 1851, young head l., rev. value within wreath, (S.3908), uncirculated and extremely fine, toned (2)</td>
<td>£100-120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>529 Victoria, sixpences, 1855, 1856, 1860, young head l., rev. value within wreath, (S.3908), about extremely fine or better, the 5 of the date on the 1856 double-struck (3)</td>
<td>£120-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530 Victoria, sixpences, 1865, 1866, 1867, young head l., rev. value within wreath, (S.3909/3910), all extremely fine or better (3)</td>
<td>£120-150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>531 Victoria, sixpences, 1871, 1872, young head l., rev. value within wreath, (S.3910), both about mint state (2)</td>
<td>£160-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532 Victoria, sixpences, 1877, 1879, 1886, 1887, young head l., rev. value within wreath, (S.3911/3912), all extremely fine to mint state (4)</td>
<td>£140-160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533 Victoria, sixpences, 1881, 1884, 1885, young head l., rev. value within wreath, (S.3912), all extremely fine or better (3)</td>
<td>£100-120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534 Victoria, proof groat, 1839, young head l., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and trident, die axis ↑↓ (S.3913), toned, extremely fine or better</td>
<td>£180-200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535 Victoria, proof groat, 1853, young head l., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and trident, milled edge (S.3913), darkly toned, about FDC and extremely rare</td>
<td>£300-400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536 Victoria, threepence, 1869, young head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3914C), rare, about uncirculated</td>
<td>£100-120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537 Victoria, proof maundy set, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3916), as issued in the proof set, toned, good extremely fine or better (4)</td>
<td>£180-220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>538 Victoria, halfcrowns, 1887, 1888, 1890, 1891, 1892, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., rev. crowned shield within garter (S.3924), extremely fine to mint state, some toned (5)</td>
<td>£150-180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
539 Victoria, shillings, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. crowned shield within garter (S.3926/3927), the first about extremely fine, the rest about mint state, some toned (5) £80-100

540 Victoria, sixpences, 1887 (withdrawn type), 1887, 1888, 1889, 1891, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. value within wreath (S.3928/3929), extremely fine to mint state (5) £90-120

541 Victoria, proof crown, 1893, LVI, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.304), one of 1,329 minted for the sets of this year, a lovely proof with silver and golden lilac toning, a touch of grey tone on Victoria's cheekbone graded by PCGS as PR64 £650-850
* ex Willis Collection (no ticket)

542 Victoria, crown, 1893, LVI, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.303), stained on obverse, toned, full mint state £400-500

543 Victoria, crown, 1893, LVI, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.303), one mark on Victoria's face, otherwise a lovely uncirculated coin showing silvery brilliance and golden blue iridescent peripheral toning, PCGS-graded as MS64 £300-350
544 Victoria, crown, 1895, LIX, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.309) a better date, uncirculated, silvery white surfaces with some light gold toning, rare thus £350-450

545 Victoria, crown, 1895, LIX, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.309), nicely toned, about uncirculated £280-300

546 Victoria, halfcrowns, 1893, 1900, 1901, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3938), the 1900 uncirculated, the others about extremely fine or better (3) £80-100

547 Victoria, shillings, 1893, 1895, 1896, 1898, 1899, 1900, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. crowned shields within garter (S.3940/3940A), all about mint state, some toned (6) £120-150

548 Victoria, sixpences, 1893, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1901, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. value within wreath (S.3941), all about mint state, most toned (6) £120-150

549 Victoria – Elizabeth II, silver and cupro-nickel coins including halfcrowns (17), florins (14), shillings (4), sixpences (36), threepence (1), and a bronze halfpenny, 1928, fine to uncirculated, an interesting lot (73) £150-200

550 Victoria, proof penny, 1839, young head l., rev. Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3948; P.1479), some surface scuffs, extremely fine or better £600-800
551 **Victoria**, penny, 1841, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r. with shield and trident, no colon after REG (S.3948; P.1484), *nearly full lustre, about uncirculated* £300-400

552 **Victoria**, penny, 1849, 4 of date double struck, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3948; P.1497), *very rare, extremely fine to mint state, obverse with some lustre, reverse with full lustre* £1200-1500

Superior to the example in St. James’s Auction No. 2, lot 516, which fetched £1955

553 **Victoria**, proof halfpenny, 1839, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3949; P.1523), *light scratch in front of face, extremely fine or better* £100-200

554 **Victoria**, proof farthing, 1839, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3950; P.1556), *light scratch in front of face, better than extremely fine* £100-200

555 **Victoria**, mis-struck farthing, 1853, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3950; P.1575), *off-centre, about very fine* £80-100
556  **Victoria**, quarter farthing, 1839, young head l., rev. value and date, crown above (S.3953), *possibly a proof, extremely fine or better*  
£90-120

557  **Victoria**, penny, 1865, 5 over 3, young bust l., rev. Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3954; P.1666[ER]; Freeman 51), *good very fine or better*  
£150-200

558  **Victoria**, penny, 1875H, young bust l., rev. Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3955; P.1705; Freeman 80), *very fine to good very fine and very scarce*  
£200-250

559  **Victoria**, penny, 1881H, young bust l., rev. Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3955; P.1724; Freeman 108), *tiny spot of verdigris by N of PENNY, about uncirculated with much lustre*  
£100-150

560  **Victoria**, proof halfpenny, 1863, young bust l., rev. Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3956; P.1780), *about FDC*  
£400-500
561 **Victoria**, halfpenny, 1881H, young bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3957; P.1831), lustrous, mint state £70-100

562 **Victoria**, pattern farthing, 1896, small, crowned, veiled bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S. - ; P.2070), *about FDC*, graded by NGC as PF64BN £1200-1500

563 **Edward VII**, matt proof set, 1902, £5 – maundy penny, head r., *rev.* various (S.PS9), *about FDC*, in fitted case of issue £1400-1500
564 Edward VII, five pounds, 1902, head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3965), slightly scuffed nearly very fine £400-450

565 Edward VII, two pounds, 1902, head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3967), two small edge knocks, extremely fine or better £200-250

566 Edward VII, halfcrown, 1902 (matt proof), 1906, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3980), extremely fine or better but cleaned (2) £120-150

567 Edward VII, halfcrown, 1903, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3980; ESC.748), lightly toned, extremely fine or better and very rare thus £800-1000

568 Edward VII, halfcrown, 1905, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3980; ESC.750), rare, about fine £120-150
569 **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1905, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3980; ESC.750), *fair* £60-80

570 **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1907, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3980; ESC.752), *some bagmarks on head, otherwise mint state* £200-250

571 **Edward VII**, halfcrown, 1910, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3980; ESC.755), *a few scuffs, about uncirculated* £200-250

572 **Edward VII**, florin, 1903, head r., rev. Britannia stg. r., with shield and trident (S.3981), *about extremely fine* £70-80

573 **Edward VII**, florin, 1905, head r., rev. Britannia stg. r., with shield and trident (S.3981), *about extremely fine and rare* £350-400
574 Edward VII, shilling, 1905, head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982; ESC.1414), lightly toned, about uncirculated, extremely rare thus; probably one of the finest 1905 shilling the cataloguer has ever seen £1200-1500

575 Edward VII, shilling, 1905, head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982; ESC.1414), rare, almost very fine £100-150

576 Edward VII, shillings, 1906, 1907, 1910, head r., rev. lion on crown (S.3982), the first two about uncirculated, the last toned, about extremely fine (3) £120-150

577 Edward VII, sixpences, 1902, 1906, 1909, 1910, head r., rev. value within wreath (S.3983), extremely fine to mint state (4) £100-120

578 George V, halfcrowns, 1913, 1915, head l., rev. crowned shield within garter (S.4011), extremely fine or better (2) £60-80

579 George V, florins, 1912, 1925, head l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.4012/4022A), the first mint state, the second about extremely fine and rare (2) £120-150

580 George V, shillings, 1917, 1918, 1920, 1932, 1936, head l., rev. lion on crown (S.4013/4023/4039), all about extremely fine or better (5) £60-80

581 George V, trial shilling, 1923, in nickel, head l., rev. lion on crown (S.4023A; ESC.1433A[R4]), extremely rare, about uncirculated £800-1000

582 George V, trial shilling, 1924, in nickel, head l., rev. lion on crown (S.4023A; ESC.1434A[R4]), extremely rare, about uncirculated £800-1000

583 George V, sixpences, 1911 (2), 1913, 1918, 1919, 1922, 1923, head l., rev. lion on crown; proof sixpence, 1927, head l., rev. oak sprigs and acorns (S.4014/4024/4040), all extremely fine or better (8) £140-160
584 George V, halfcrows, 1928, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1936, head l., rev. crowned shield of arms, crowned interlinked G's at sides (S.4037), *the first extremely fine, the others about mint state* (5) £60-80

585 George V, proof crown, 1935, raised edge, head l., rev. stylised St George and the dragon (S.4050; ESC.378), *FDC, graded by PCGS as PR66* £450-500

586 George V, proof crown, 1935, raised edge, head l., rev. stylised St George and the dragon (S.4050; ESC.378), *about FDC* £250-280

587 George V, pattern double florin, 1911, by Huth, bare-headed bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields, symbols in angles, plain edge, struck by Pinches (ESC.401[R2]) *very rare as a type, but extremely rare in this marvellous state of preservation, graded by PCGS as PR65. A beautiful proof with original silver grey surfaces.* £2000-2500

* ex Norweb (no ticket) and a Terner Registry coin.

588 George V, pattern double florin, 1911, by Huth, bare-headed bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields, symbols in angles, plain edge (S. - ; ESC.401[R2]), *rare, about FDC with a matt finish* £1000-1200
589  George V, penny, 1926, modified effigy, head l., rev. Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.4054; P.2265), very rare, nearly extremely fine £500-600

Imported Edward VIII Pattern Brass Threepence

590  Edward VIII, matt proof brass threepence, 1937, bare head l., by Paget, rev. thrift plant, as adopted on the coins of George VI (cf. S.4046A; P.2366[PU]), about FDC with distinctive matt proof surfaces, excessively rare. Peck describes the coin as probably unique, the cataloguer has never seen or heard of another in existence £25000-30000

The Edward VIII threepences of this reverse design are the type which normally turn up in the extremely rare proof sets for the future king and as such normally have the usual bright, mirrored surface seen on the proof coins of George VI. A matt striking like this one appears to be unparalleled.

This is a fascinating die-combination, featuring the stark left-facing portrait of the king engraved by T.H. Paget (signed ‘H.P.’), combined with the reverse design modified by Percy Metcalfe after sketches originally submitted in June 1936 by Miss Frances Madge Kitchener (niece of WWI hero Lord Kitchener). Her conception for the coin, introduced as a type in this pattern, was for a sideways-appearing trio of thrift (thistle plant) flowers atop curling tendrils. Two models of this were prepared in 1936 but abandoned as overly ornate, in favour of a less realistic or more art-deco style image of the plant, with however fuller flowers, which was finally adopted for the brass coinage of George VI later in 1937 (see Peck 2371 as well as illustrations on Plate G of Graham Dyer’s monograph The proposed coinage of King Edward VIII, published 1973 by Her Majesty’s Stationery Office). The edge is plain and polygonal (12 sides), with a raised and squared-off set of rims. The purpose of the proposed coin was for use in transport (bus fare), and the idea of for the reverse surely had been borrowed from the 1928 Irish Free State coinages which introduced the use of ‘native flora and fauna’ for reverse designs in place of the traditional royal insignia; and in subsequent commercial versions the coin proved popular, useful and durable. Here then is the prototype for this then-new coinage, the final version of the brass pattern struck in tiny numbers for King Edward VIII but abandoned at his abdication. Exceedingly rare, in fact so rare that the later Duke of Windsor, much as he tried, never succeeded in his lifetime to obtain a specimen for himself! As well, this extraordinary coin is not the usual frosted ‘bright brass’ version but an even rarer Matt Proof (and, as Peck noted, ‘probably unique’ as such). A major collecting opportunity!
591 George VI, proof set, 1937, £5 – half sovereign, bare head l., rev., St. George and the dragon (S.PS15), nearly FDC, in fitted case of issue (4)
£1800-2000

592 George VI, proof set, 1937, £5 – half sovereign, bare head l., rev., St. George and the dragon (S.PS15), some hairlining, about FDC, in fitted case of issue (4)
£1600-1800

593 George VI, proof set, 1937, £5 – half sovereign, bare head l., rev., St. George and the dragon (S.PS15), some hairlining, extremely fine or better, in fitted case of issue (4)
£1600-1800
594 George VI, proof half sovereigns, 1937, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.4077), both about FDC (2) £250-300

595 George VI, proof half sovereign, 1937, head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.4077), about extremely fine £150-200

596 George VI, brass threepences, 1939, 1949, bare head l., rev. thrift plant (S.4112/4113), the first about mint state, the second scarce, extremely fine with traces of original lustre (2) £120-150

597 Elizabeth II, maundy set, 1953 (4), laur. head r., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.4126), about FDC and the scarcest maundy set of the 20th century (4) £350-450

The set for Coronation year, distributed at St Paul’s Cathedral.
**Foreign Coins**

598 Afghanistan, amani, SH.1304 (1926), toughra, rev. mosque with flags (KM.912; Fr.34); Bhutan, sertum, 1966, bust l., rev. cruciform pattern (KM.33; Fr.3), *extremely fine to uncirculated* (2) £100-120

599 Albania, Zog, 20 franga ari, 1927R, head l., rev. double-headed eagle (KM.10; Fr.2), *extremely fine* £150-200

600 Albania, George Kastrioti, 20 franga ari, 1926R, bust r., rev. winged lion (KM.12; Fr.4), *about uncirculated* £150-200

601 Albania, Zog, 20 franga ari, 1938R, on his marriage, head r., rev. shield of arms over mantle (KM.22; Fr.14), *about uncirculated* £200-250

602 Albania, Zog, 20 franga ari, 1938R, on his marriage, head r., rev. shield of arms over mantle (KM.22; Fr.14), *edge knock on reverse, otherwise very fine or better* £120-150

For other Australian coins see lots 103-112

603 Australia, Victoria, sovereign, 1855, Sydney mint, young head l., date below, rev. AUSTRALIA across field within wreath, crown above (KM.2; Fr.9), *some surface scuffing, very fine or better, graded by PCGS as XF-40* £1200-1500
604 **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1867, Sydney Mint, laur. head l., *rev.* AUSTRALIA crowned within wreath, (KM.4; Fr.10), *choice, practically mint state* £600-800

605 **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1867, Sydney Mint, laur. head l., *rev.* AUSTRALIA crowned within wreath, (KM.4; Fr.10), *some scuffing, nearly extremely fine* £300-400

606 **Australia**, Victoria, half sovereign, 1864, Sydney Mint, laur. head l., *rev.* AUSTRALIA crowned within wreath, (KM.3; Fr.10a), *scarce, nearly extremely fine* £1000-1500

607 **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1887M, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, M below (S.3854), *about extremely fine and rare* £1500-2000

608 **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1871S, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), *about extremely fine* £80-90

609 **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1881S, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), *about mint state, scarce this choice* £250-300
610 **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1879M, young head l., M below, *rev.* St. George and the dragon, (S.3857), *about very fine, but struck with the dies out of alignment as per the above illustration*, interesting

£150-200

611 **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1888M, veiled head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, M above date, (S.3867B), *mint state, graded by PCGS as MS64*

£200-220

612 **Australia**, Victoria, half sovereign, 1887M, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3870), *rare, some light surface scratches on obverse, better than extremely fine*

£150-200

613 **Australia**, Edward VII, florin, 1910, crowned bust r., *rev.* shield of arms with supporters (KM.21), *bright, about uncirculated*

£200-250

614 **Australia**, George V, halfpenny, 1928, crowned bust l., *rev.* value within circle (KM.22), *about mint state with some lustre, graded by PCGS as MS64RB*

£150-200

615 **Austria / Holy Roman Empire**, Rudolf II, taler, undated, Ensisheim, laur. bust r., wearing ruff, *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (Dav.3032), *better than extremely fine, graded by NGC as MS63*

£500-600
616 **Austria / Holy Roman Empire**, Ferdinand II, taler, 1621, Graz, crowned bust r., wearing ruff, rev. crowned, double-headed eagle (Dav.3102), extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as MS64

£550-650

617 **Austria**, Archduke Ferdinand Karl, taler, 1654, Hall, bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (Dav.3367), toned, about extremely fine

£280-300

618 **Austria**, Ferdinand I, ducat, 1856A, laur head r., rev. crowned double-eagle (KM.2263; Fr.490), uncirculated

£80-100

619 **Belgium**, Leopold I, 20 franc, 1865, head r., rev. value and date within wreath (KM.23; Fr.411); Leopold II, 20 franc, 1876 (KM.37; Fr.412), extremely fine or better (2)

£100-120

620 **Belgium**, Leopold II, 50 centimes, 1886, Flemish, bearded head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (KM.27), mint state (3)

£120-150

621 **Brazil**, John V, 4000 reis, 1719, Rio, crowned shield of arms, rev. cross potent, R’s in angles (KM.102; Fr.27), dig on obverse, fine

£150-200
622 British Colonies, trade dollar, 1935B, Britannia stg. l., holding shield and trident, rev. value within ornate design (KM.T2), practically mint state and toned, extremely rare £14500-16000

One of the key dates, rarest issue of this international trade coin in silver. Bombay mint. About 15 known original circulation strikes. Total extant number includes an unknown number of original Proofs of Record (probably fewer than 12) and an estimated 20 Proof restrikes. Final year of this issue, accounting to some extent for its rarity. Good extremely fine, slightest wear or rub, pleasant dark golden gray tone. Few abrasions of any kind, none of any consequence. Weakly struck at very centre of the reverse.
623 **Bulgaria**, Ferdinand I, 20 leva, 1912, head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (KM.33; Fr.6), *edge nicks, extremely fine, reverse better* £150-200

624 **Canada**, George V, five dollar, 1912, crowned bust l., *rev.* shield of arms within wreath of maple leaves (KM.26; Fr.4), *about uncirculated* £80-100

625 **Canada**, George V, five dollar, 1913, crowned bust l., *rev.* shield of arms within wreath of maple leaves (KM.26; Fr.4), *mint state, graded by NGC as MS63* £280-300

626 **Canada**, George V, sovereign, 1914C, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, C above date (S.3997), *practically mint state, graded by PCGS as MS63* £250-300

627 **Canada**, George V, sovereign, 1914C, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, C above date (S.3997), *practically mint state, graded by PCGS as MS62* £250-300

628 **Canada**, Newfoundland, Victoria, two dollar 1882H, head l., *rev.* value and date (KM.5; Fr.1), *extremely fine* £80-100

629 **Cuba**, republic, 4 pesos, 1916, head r., *rev.* shield of arms within wreath (KM.18; Fr.5), *nearly extremely fine* £80-100
630 **Cyprus**, George V, proof 45 piastres, 1928, crowned bust l., rev. two lions passant (KM.19), *about mint state*, graded by NGC as PF64

£500-550

Total mintage of 517 pieces.

631 **Cyprus**, republic, ½ sovereign, 1966, archbishop Makarios l., rev. crowned, double-headed eagle (KM.M1; Fr. -), *uncirculated*

£50-70

632 **Danish West Indies**, Christian IX, 4 daler/20 francs, 1904, head l., rev. std. female figure (KM.72; Fr.2), *extremely fine or better*

£200-250

633 **Danish West Indies**, Christian IX, 4 daler/20 francs, 1905, head l., rev. std. female figure (KM.72; Fr.2), *extremely fine or better*

£200-250

634 **Danish West Indies**, Christian IX, 4 daler/20 francs, 1905, head l., rev. std. female figure (KM.72; Fr.2), *extremely fine or better*

£200-250

635 **Danish West Indies**, Christian IX, 4 daler/20 francs, 1905, head l., rev. std. female figure (KM.72; Fr.2), *extremely fine or better*

£200-250

636 **Danish West Indies**, Christian IX, 4 daler/20 francs, 1905, head l., rev. std. female figure (KM.72; Fr.2), *extremely fine or better*

£200-250
637 **Denmark**, Christian IX, 20 kroner, 1900VBP, head r., rev. figure std. l. with shield and dolphin (KM.791.2; Fr.296); Frederik VIII, 20 kroner, 1908, head l., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.810; Fr.297), *about uncirculated* (2) £120-150

638 **Ecuador**, republic, 10 sures, 1899, head l., rev. oval shield of arms over flags, condor above (KM.56; Fr.10), *good very fine* £60-80

639 **Ecuador**, republic, condor, 1928, bust l., rev. oval shield of arms over flags, condor above (KM.74; Fr.11), *about uncirculated* £100-150

640 **Egypt**, Abdul Hamid II, 500 qirsh, AH.1293, year 1 (1876), toughra, rev. inscription and date (KM.286; Fr.17), *some slight scratching on obverse, otherwise better than extremely fine and very rare* £1800-2000

641 **Egypt**, Abdul Hamid II, 100 qirsh, AH.1293, year 12 (1888), toughra within flowered border, rev. inscription and date (KM.297; Fr.23), *good very fine* £80-100

642 **Egypt**, British Protectorate, 100 piastres, AH.1335, 1916, inscription and value within wreath, rev. inscription within wreath (KM.324; Fr.24), *extremely fine* £100-120

643 **Egypt**, Fuad I, 100 piastres, AH.1340, 1922, bust r., rev. inscription (KM.341; Fr.28), *about uncirculated* £60-80

644 **Egypt**, Fuad I, 100 and 50 piastres, AH.1349, 1930, bust l., rev. inscription (KM.354/353; Fr.32/33), *extremely fine or better* (2) £120-150
645 **Egypt**, Fuad I, proof 500 piastres, AH1351, 1932, bust l., rev. inscription (KM.355; Fr.31), _some slight hairlining, about FDC, graded by PCGS as PF63_ £600-800

646 **Egypt**, Farouk, 100 and 20 piastres, AH.1357, 1938 (KM.372/370; Fr.36/38), _about uncirculated (2)_ £110-130

647 **Egypt**, republic, pounds (2), AH.1374, 1955, third anniversary of the republic (KM.387; Fr.40), AH.1379, 1960, Aswan Dam (KM.401; Fr.45), _about uncirculated (2)_ £120-150

648 **Egypt**, republic, pounds (2), AH.1390, 1970, President Nasser (KM.426; Fr.50); AH.1393, 1973, National Bank (KM.440; Fr.52), _about uncirculated (2)_ £110-130

649 **France**, Louis XV, louis d’or, 1726A, bust l., rev. two oval shields beneath crown (KM.489.1; Fr.461), _slight scratches behind head, otherwise nearly extremely fine_ £150-180

650 **France**, Louis XVI, louis d’or, 1786W, head l., rev. conjoined shields beneath crown (KM.591.15; Fr.475), _extremely fine or better_ £180-200

651 **France**, Napoleon, as emperor, 40 franc, year 13A, bare head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.664.1; Fr.481), _slight edge knock, otherwise about very fine_ £120-150

652 **France**, Napoleon, as emperor, 20 franc, 1807U, bare head l., rev. value within wreath (KMA687.3; Fr.490), _very fine or better and very rare_ £250-300
653  **France**, Napoleon, as emperor, 20 franc, 1808A, laur. head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.687.1; Fr.511), *slight edge knock, good very fine*  £100-150

654  **France**, Napoleon, as emperor, 20 franc, 1811A, laur. head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.695.1; Fr.511), *very fine or better*  £70-90

655  **France**, Napoleon, as emperor, 20 franc, 1812A, laur. head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.695.1; Fr.511), *nearly extremely fine*  £80-100

656  **France**, Napoleon, as emperor, 20 franc, 1809M, laur. head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.695.6; Fr.516), *about very fine and scarce*  £150-200

657  **France**, Napoleon, as emperor, 20 franc, 1815L, Hundred Days, laur. head l., rev. value within wreath (KM.705.2; Fr.523), *scarce, good fine*  £80-100

658  **France**, Napoleon III, 50 francs, 1858A, 1859BB, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.785.1/2; Fr.571), *slight edge knock on first, good very fine or better (2)*  £220-250

659  **France**, Napoleon III, 50 franc, 1867BB, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.804.2; Fr.583), *slight edge nick on reverse, tiny star countermark on neck, otherwise extremely fine*  £120-150
660 France, Napoleon, as emperor, 5 franc, 1813A, laur. head l., rev. value within wreath (Cr.165.1), mint state, scarce thus £250-300

661 German New Guinea, 5 mark, 1 mark, ½ mark, 1894A, value and date within wreath, rev. bird of Paradise (KM.7/5/4), bright, about uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS64 £2000-2200

662 Germany, Augsburg, Ferdinand III, taler, 1640, laur. bust r., rev. city view (Dav.5039), extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as MS64 £400-500

663 Germany, Baden, Friedrich II, 20 mark, 1914G, head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast (KM.284; Fr.3760), about uncirculated £80-100

664 Germany, Bavaria, Maximilian I, 5 ducat, 1640, stg. figure of duke facing, holding orb and staff, rev. Madonna and child above city view (KM.61), extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as MS63 £3200-3500
665 **Germany**, Bavaria, Karl Theodore, ducat, 1787, head r., rev. crowned, oval shield of arms within wreath (KM.261; Fr.255), scarce, good extremely fine £1200-1400

666 **Germany**, Frankfurt, city, ‘contribution’ ducat, 1796, city view, rev. inscription and date within wreath (KM.289; Fr.1025), about uncirculated £300-400

Struck during the occupation of the city by the French army.

667 **Germany**, Hesse-Darmstadt, Ludwig III, 20 mark, 1873H, head r., rev. eagle with shield on breast (KM.351; Fr.3783), very fine £120-150

668 **Germany**, Hesse-Darmstadt, Ernst Ludwig, 20 mark, 1906A, head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast (KM.374; Fr.3795), extremely fine or better £120-150

669 **Germany**, Kempten, Rupert of Bodmann, taler, 1694, ornate, oval shield of arms, mitre above, rev. crowned bust of St. Hildegard facing (Dav.5424), rare, toned, extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as MS63 £1800-2000
670  **Germany**, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Adolf Friedrich, 10 mark, 1905A, bearded head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast (KM.116; Fr.3811), practically mint state and very rare, graded by NGC as MS62

£3200-3500

Mintage of 1000 pieces

671  **Germany**, Münster, Bishopric, taler, 1661, St Paul above city view, rev. arms, 28.94g (Dav.5603), almost extremely fine.

£400-500

672  **Germany**, Nuremberg, klippe ducat, 1700GFN, three oval shields of arms, rev. Paschal lamb (KM.258; Fr.1886), nearly extremely fine

£200-300

673  **Germany**, Oldenburg, Anton Gunther, ducat, 1664, bearded bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (KM. - ; Fr.1930), very lightly creased, very fine or better

£1200-1400

674  **Germany**, Passau, Leopold Ernst, taler, 1779, bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (Dav.2525), very rare, practically mint state, graded by NGC as MS64

£1800-2000
675 Germany, Saxony, Johann, 20 mark, 1873E, head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast (KM.1234; Fr.3839), extremely fine or better £80-100

676 Germany, Saxony, Albert, 20 mark, 1894E, head r., rev. eagle with shield on breast (KM.1248; Fr.3842), good very fine £70-80

677 Germany, Saxony, George, 20 mark, 1903E, head r., rev. eagle with shield on breast (KM.1260; Fr.3846), about extremely fine £120-150

678 Germany, Saxony, Friedrich August, 20 mark, 1905E, head r., rev. eagle with shield on breast (KM.1265; Fr.3848), extremely fine or better £80-100

679 Germany, Westfalen, Jerome Napoleon, 20 frank, 1809C, laur. head l., rev. value within wreath (Cr.33a; Fr.3517), about very fine £250-350

680 Greece, Otto, 5 drachmai, 1833, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (KM.20), toned, choice uncirculated, rare thus £1500-2000

681 Greece, George I, 20 drachmai, 1876A, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.49; Fr.15), scarce, very fine £120-150
682 **Greece**, George I, 20 drachmai, 1876A, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.49; Fr.15), scarce, good very fine £120-150

683 **Greece**, George II, proof 100 drachmai, 1935, 5th anniversary of the restoration of the monarchy, head l., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.75), very rare, bright, about FDC, graded by NGC as PF63 £1200-1400

Mintage of 500 pieces

684 **Hong Kong**, Victoria, dollar, 1866, diademed head l., rev. value and date within ornate border (KM.10), toned, uncirculated £1000-1500

685 **Hungary**, Leopold II, taler, 1690, Kremnitz, laur. bust r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle with shield of arms on breast (Dav.3264), nearly extremely fine £450-500

686 **Hungary**, Maria Theresia, ducat, 1743, Kremnitz, crowned figure stg., holding orb and sceptre, rev. Madonna and child (KM.329.1; Fr.180), good very fine £100-150
687 **Hungary**, Joseph II, ducat, 1790B, laur. head r., *rev. crowned double-eagle* (KM.2084; Fr.198), *good very fine* £80-100

688 **Hungary**, Joseph II, ducat, 1794, crowned figure stg., holding orb and sceptre, *rev. Madonna and child* (KM.410; Fr.209), *about extremely fine* £80-100

689 **Hungary**, Ferdinand I, ducat, 1848B, laur head r., *rev. crowned double-eagle* (KM.2262; Fr.225), *edge knock, uncirculated* £80-100

690 **Hungary**, Franz Joseph, ducat, 1863E, laur. head r., *rev. crowned double-eagle* (KM.2264; Fr.235), *about uncirculated* £80-100

691 **Hungary**, Transylvania, Maria Theresia, ducat, 1758, bust r., *rev. crowned double-eagle* (KM.610; Fr.543), *extremely fine or better* £400-600

692 **India**, Victoria, ten rupees, 1870, crowned bust l., *rev. value and date within border* (KM.479; Fr.1602), *slightly scuffed, nearly extremely fine* £350-450
693 **India**, Victoria, restrike five rupees, 1879, crowned bust l., rev. value and date within border (KM494; Fr.1607), *mint state*, graded by NGC as *Prooflike 64* £400-450

694 **India**, George V, restrike 15 rupees, 1918, crowned bust l., rev. value and date within border (KM.525; Fr.1608), *mint state*, graded by NGC as *Prooflike 63* £280-300

695 **India**, George V, restrike 15 rupees, 1918, crowned bust l., rev. value and date within border (KM.525; Fr.1608), *better than extremely fine* £150-200

696 **India**, princely states, Travancore, sovereign, ME.1057, 1881, bust three-quarters r., rev. ceremonial items, elephants at sides (KM.32; Fr.1403), *very rare, good extremely fine* £3000-4000


697 **India**, princely states, Travancore, two pagodas, conch shell within wreath, rev. legend within wreath (KM.M12), *good very fine* £600-800

A specimen sold in CNG, June 2005 for US$1950

698 **Italy**, Genoa, Simone Boccanegra, genovino d’oro, castle within tressure, rev. cross within tressure (Fr.354), *extremely fine or better*, graded by NGC as *MS63* £850-1000
| Item | Country | Description | Grade | Value
|------|---------|-------------|-------|------
| 699  | Italy   | Genoa, republic, 96 lire, 1793, crowned shield of arms with griffin supporters, rev. Madonna and child std. in clouds (KM.251.1; Fr.444), about very fine | £400-500 |
| 700  | Italy   | Genoa, republic, 48 lire, 1792, crowned shield of arms with griffin supporters, rev. Madonna and child std. in clouds (KM.245.1; Fr.445), nearly very fine | £300-400 |
| 701  | Italy   | Lombardy, provisional government, 20 lire, 1848, stg. figure, rev. value within wreath (Cr.23; Fr.475), about extremely fine | £600-800 |
| 702  | Italy   | Milan, Regno d'Italia, Napoleon, 40 lire, 1812, head l., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (Cr.12; Fr.5), good fine | £100-150 |
| 703  | Italy   | Milan, Regno d'Italia, Napoleon, 20 lire, 1809, head l., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (Cr.11; Fr.7), about extremely fine or better | £200-250 |
| 704  | Italy   | Papal States, Pius IX, scudo, 1853R, year VII, bust l., rev. value and date within wreath (Cr.175.1), attractively toned, about uncirculated | £80-100 |
705 **Italy**, Parma, Maria Luigia, 20 lire, 1815, bust l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms over mantle (Cr.31; Fr.934), *very fine* 

£300-400

706 **Italy**, Sardinia, Victor Emanuel I, 20 lire, 1817L, head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (Cr.95; Fr.1129), *very fine* 

£300-400

707 **Italy**, Sardinia, Carlo Felice, 20 lire, 1826L, head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (Cr.106.1; Fr.1136), *very fine* 

£200-300

708 **Italy**, Sardinia, Carlo Felice, 20 lire, 1828L, head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (Cr.106.1; Fr.1136), *good very fine or better* 

£200-300

709 **Italy**, Sicily, Charles III of Bourbon, oncia, 1735, bust r., *rev.* phoenix rising from flames (Cr.14; Fr.887), *some light adjustment marks, extremely fine* 

£150-200

710 **Italy**, Subalpine republic, 20 francs, year 9 (1800), helmeted laur. bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (Cr.5; Fr.1172), *rare, extremely fine or better* 

£500-600
711 **Italy**, Tuscany, Charles Louis, 10 lire, 1805, Florence, conjoined busts r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (C.49.1), *toned, about uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS63* £550-600

712 **Italy**, Two Sicilies, Gioacchino Napoleon, 20 lire, 1813, Naples, head l., *rev.* value within wreath (Cr.112; Fr.860), *edge knock, good fine* £200-300

713 **Italy**, Venice, Ludovico Manin, ducat, Christ in mandorla, *rev.* Doge and St Mark (Cr.140; Fr.1445), *about uncirculated* £80-100

714 **Italy**, Venice, republic, 5 lire, 1848, winged lion of St. Mark, *rev.* value within wreath (Cr.185), *toned, about uncirculated* £300-400

715 **Italy**, kingdom, Victor Emanuel III, 20 lire, 1905, head l., *rev.* crowned eagle with shield on breast (KM.37.1; Fr.24), *about uncirculated* £500-700

716 **Italy**, kingdom, Victor Emanuel III, 20 lire, 1923, head l., *rev.* fasces (KM.64; Fr.31), *about uncirculated* £500-600
717 **Japan**, silver yen, Meiji year 7 (1874), dragon holding pearl which spirals clockwise, rev. value within wreath (Y.25.2), scarce date, slight scuffing, nearly extremely fine £250-300

718 **Liechtenstein**, Franz I, 20 franc. 1930, bearded bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (Y.12; Fr.15), rare, uncirculated £600-800

719 **Liechtenstein**, Franz Joseph II, 20 franc, 1946, head l., rev. square shield of arms crowned among stars (Y.14; Fr.17), uncirculated £100-120

720 **Liechtenstein**, Franz Joseph II, 50 and 25 francs, 1956, conjoined busts l., rev. crowned shield of arms (Y.16/15; Fr.20/21), uncirculated and scarce (2) £200-250

721 **Luxemburg**, Jean, medallic 20 franc, 1953, conjoined heads l., rev. crowned initials within wreath (KM.M1); Charlotte, medallic 20 franc, 1963, head r., rev. stylised tower (KM.M2), about uncirculated (2) £100-150

722 **Mexico**, Charles III, eight reales, 1761MM, Mexico City, crowned shield of arms, tip of crown between H and I, rev. crowned globes between crowned pillars (KM. 105), better than very fine £80-100
723  **Mexico**, Ferdinand VII, 8 escudos, 1814IJ, Mexico City, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (KM.161; Fr.52), *good fine, reverse better* £220-250

724  **Monaco**, Charles III, 20 franc, 1879A, head r., rev. arms with supporters on crowned mantle (KM98; Fr.12), *about uncirculated* £200-250

725  **Monaco**, Charles III, 20 franc, 1879A, head r., rev. arms with supporters on crowned mantle (KM98; Fr.12), *edge nicks, nearly very fine* £80-100

726  **Montenegro**, Nicholas I, 20 perpera, 1910, head r, branch beneath, rev. crowned arms within wreath (KM.10; Fr.2), *light scratches, about extremely fine* £120-150

727  **Montenegro**, Nicholas I, 20 perpera, 1910, 50th year of reign, laur. head l, rev. crowned arms within wreath (KM.11; Fr.5), *about uncirculated* £200-250

728  **Mozambique**, Joseph I, 1000 reis, 1755, crowned shield of arms, rev. cross within quatrefoil (KM.12; Fr.3), *very rare, slightly creased, otherwise extremely fine, graded by NGC as MS62* £1400-1600

Mintage of 1200 pieces
729 Nepal, Prithvi Vira Vikrama, tola, SE 1820 (1898), inscription within square, rev. inscription in circle (KM674.3), practically mint state, graded by NGC as MS65 £220-250

730 Netherlands, Westfriesland, 14 gulden, 1750, horseman r., rev. crowned shield of arms, value at sides (KM.130; Fr.298), extremely fine £250-300

731 Netherlands, Overijssel, 7 gulden, 1763, horseman r., rev. crowned shield of arms, value at sides (KM.96; Fr.274), about uncirculated £200-250

732 Netherlands, Utrecht, stuiver, 1750, struck in gold, bundle of arrows, rev. name and date in four lines (KM.90a; Fr.-), extremely fine or better £100-120

733 Netherlands, Louis Napoleon, 20 frank, 1809, head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (KM.38; Fr.322), extremely fine £200-250

734 Netherlands, Willem II, 2½ gulden, 1847, head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (KM.69), uncirculated, attractively toned £200-300

735 Oman, 15 saidi riyals, AH.1381 (1961), crossed swords, rev. value and date (KM.35; Fr. -), uncirculated £70-90
736 **Philippines**, Isabella II, 4 pesos, 1862, head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms between pillars (KM.144; Fr.1), *good fine* £80-100

737 **Poland**, Revolutionary coinage, ducat of Dutch type, 1831, knight stg. r., shouldering sword, *rev.* inscription within square (Cr.125; Fr.114), *good extremely fine or better*, graded by NGC as MS63 £550-650

738 **Poland**, republic, 20 zloty, 1925, crowned bust of Boleslav I r., *rev.* crowned eagle (Y.33; Fr.115), *extremely fine or better* £80-100

739 **Portugal**, John V, 4000 reis, 1720, crowned shield of arms *rev.* cross potent, rosettes in angles (KM.184; Fr.94), *extremely fine* £1000-1200

740 **Romania**, Carol I, as prince, 20 lei, 1870, head l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.7; Fr.2), *very rare, good very fine* £400-500

A specimen in the Numismatica Ars Classica sale, January 2005, fetched S. Fr. 1530.

741 **Romania**, Carol I, as king, 20 lei, 1890, head l., *rev.* crowned shield over mantle (KM.20; Fr.3), *good very fine or better* £80-100
742 **Romania**, Carol I, as king, 20 leu, 1906, head l., as prince, rev. head l. (KM.37; Fr.5), *about uncirculated* £100-150

743 **Romania**, Carol I, as king, 12½ leu, 1906, bust in uniform l., rev. crowned eagle (KM.36; Fr.8), *extremely fine or better* £100-150

744 **Romania**, Ferdinand I, 20 leu, 1922, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms with supporters (KM.M1; Fr.10), *about uncirculated* £300-350

A specimen in the Numismatica Ars Classica sale, January 2005, fetched S. Fr. 7080

745 **Romania**, Carol II, 20 leu, 1939, head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (KM.M2; Fr.14), *rare and desirable, about uncirculated* £2000-2500

746 **Romania**, Carol II, 20 leu, 1939, head r., rev. eagle over shield of arms (KM.M3; Fr.16), *rare, about uncirculated* £2000-2500

A specimen in the Numismatica Ars Classica sale, January 2005, fetched S. Fr. 8850

747 **Romania**, Carol II, 20 leu, 1940, head r., rev. small crown above interlinked C’s within garter (KM.M4; Fr.18), *very rare, about uncirculated* £2500-3000

The scarcest of the 20 leu, not represented in the Numismatica Ars Classica sale, January 2005.
748 **Romania**, Carol II, 20 lei, 1940, head r., *rev.* large crown above interlinked C’s within garter (KM.M5; Fr.20), *some scuffs, extremely fine or better, rare* £600-800

A specimen in the Numismatica Ars Classica sale, January 2005, fetched S. Fr. 2360

749 **Romania**, Carol II, 20 lei, 1944, three heads l., *rev.* eagle’s head crowned within ring of shields (KM.M6; Fr.21), *about uncirculated* £70-90

750 **Russia**, Michael (1613-1645), ¾ ducat, novodel, undated, crowned double-headed eagle with shield of arms on breast, *rev.* similar (KM. - ; Fr.31), *extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as MS62* £1200-1500

*Important Russian 2 Rouble Novodel*

751 **Russia**, Peter I, 2 rouble, 1722, novodel, laur. bust r., *rev.* four crowned Cyrillic P’s cruciform, reeded edge (KM.N-G2; Sev.533; Bitkin.H1749), *small scratch on reverse, otherwise well struck on a broad flan, extremely fine or better and toned, very rare* £7000-8000

Wonderful portrait of Peter the giant tsar (in armour with flowing scarf), making him appear larger than life, as he often seemed even while alive. It is assumed by Russian numismatists that only two original strikes are known, one said to be in the Kunstkamera Museum in Saint Petersburg and the other held by the Smithsonian. The present example is a pleasing, darkly toned extremely fine showing some commercial use, including a short scratch in the left obverse field and a tiny mark at the rim, obverse at about 12 o’clock. The portrait of Peter is commanding, clearly engraved and boldly struck. The reverse, showing the modernistic cross, is similarly unblemished and shows a bit of dirt clinging to the digits, letters and devices. In all, a pleasing example of this, the largest silver issue of Peter and his only multiple rouble.
752  **Russia**, Alexander I, pattern rouble in silver, 1801, Al, head r., *rev.* crowned double-headed eagle with shield of arms on breast (KM.Pn54; S.2497), *very rare, toned, about uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS61* £16000-18000

A marvellous portrait in low relief but sharp detail. Very rare, unpriced in Krause. Superb good extremely fine with pleasing, even grey ‘old cabinet’ toning. Reverse struck slightly off centre, with full denticles along the bottom but abbreviated along the top half of the coin. Important, and very desirable.
Russia, Alexander I, pattern rouble in silver, 1802, AN, novodel, head r., rev. crowned double-headed eagle with shield of arms on breast (cf.KM.Pn59; S.2525), very rare, practically mint state and toned, graded by NGC as MS63

£14500-16000

Similar to the 1801 here offered, this delightful coin is slightly darker in toning, and also superb good extremely fine with a delightfully detailed if shallowly engraved portrait of the tsar. Very rare, again unpriced in Krause. Reverse a bit better centred than the 1801. Obverse denticles incomplete but stronger along the left side. The portrait is stark, simply rendered, and rarely seen as such. Another important and wonderful example of early nineteenth-century Russian numismatic art, and art it surely is!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>754</td>
<td>Russia, Nicholas I</td>
<td>1835</td>
<td>good very fine / about extremely fine</td>
<td>£280-320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>755</td>
<td>Russia, Alexander III</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>extremely fine, reverse better</td>
<td>£100-120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>756</td>
<td>Russia, Nicholas II</td>
<td>1900, 1901, 1902</td>
<td>all mint state, all graded NGC MS66 or better (5)</td>
<td>£250-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>757</td>
<td>Russia, USSR</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>uncirculated</td>
<td>£60-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>758</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia, Hejaz</td>
<td>AH.1334</td>
<td>better than extremely fine, graded by NGC as MS63</td>
<td>£280-300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>759</td>
<td>Serbia, Milan I</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>good very fine</td>
<td>£100-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>760</td>
<td>South Africa, Kruger</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>scarce, polished, about very fine</td>
<td>£300-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>761</td>
<td>South Africa, Kruger</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS63, a very scarce date in this grade</td>
<td>£250-280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
762 South Africa, Kruger, pond, 1897, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS63 and scarce thus £250-280

763 South Africa, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2), weak on eagle’s breast as usual, about uncirculated £100-150

764 South Africa, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2); half pond, 1894, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.9.2), the first uncirculated but cleaned on reverse, the second very fine (2) £80-100

765 South Africa, Kruger, pond, 1900, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS63 £220-250

766 South Africa, Kruger, proof shilling, 1892, bust l., rev. value and date within wreath (KM.5), toned, FDC, graded by PCGS as PR63 £600-800

767 South Africa, Kruger, shilling, 1894, bust l., rev. value and date within wreath (KM.5), uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS63; an extremely rare date to find in this grade £500-700

768 South Africa, Kruger, shilling, 1894, bust l., rev. value and date within wreath (KM.5), toned, uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS63; an extremely rare date to find in this grade £500-700
769  **South Africa**, Kruger, shilling, 1896, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.5), toned, uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS63, again, a very rare date in this grade  
£500-700

In the last 35 years, only a couple of examples have been seen by the cataloguer

770  **Spain**, Ferdinand VI, ½ escudo, 1747PJ, Seville, head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (KM.373; Fr.275); Charles III, ½ escudo, 1786DV, Madrid, bust r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (KM.425.1; Fr.290), both very fine or better (2)  
£120-150

771  **Spain**, Joseph Napoleon, 80 reales, 1809AI, Madrid, head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (KM.542; Fr.301), good fine  
£100-120

772  **Spain**, Ferdinand VII, 80 reales, 1822SR, Madrid, head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (KM.564.2; Fr.321), about extremely fine, reverse better  
£150-200

773  **Spain**, Ferdinand VII, 80 reales, 1822SR, Madrid, head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (KM.564.2; Fr.321), about very fine  
£100-120

774  **Spain**, Ferdinand VII, 80 reales, 1823SP, Barcelona, head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (KM.564.1; Fr.322), about very fine or better  
£100-120
775 **Spain**, Isabella II, 80 reales, 1843CL, Madrid, head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (KM.578.2; Fr.325), *about uncirculated* £150-200

776 **Spain**, Isabella II, 80 reales, 1844PS, Barcelona, head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (KM.578.1; Fr.324), *good very fine* £100-120

777 **Spain**, Alfonso XIII, 20 pesetas, 1889, baby head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.693; Fr.345), *about uncirculated* £200-250

778 **Spain**, Alfonso XIII, restrike 20 pesetas, 1896 (1962), child’s head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM709; Fr.348R), *uncirculated* £60-80

779 **Sweden**, Gustav V, 20 kronor, 1925, head r., *rev.* crowned shield within garter (KM.557.2; Fr.96), *uncirculated* £200-250

780 **Switzerland**, pattern 20 franc, 1873, Helvetia std. l., holding sword and shield, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Pn24), *very rare, practically as struck, graded by NGC as MS 64* £1000-1200

781 **Switzerland**, Basel, shooting 5 francs, 1879, stg. figure, *rev.* griffin with shield of arms (KM.S14), *about mint state* (2) £80-100

782 **Switzerland**, Basel, shooting 5 francs, 1879, stg. figure, *rev.* griffin with shield of arms (KM.S14), *about mint state* (2) £80-100

783 **Switzerland**, Basel, shooting 5 francs, 1879 (2), stg. figure, *rev.* griffin with shield of arms (KM.S14); shooting 5 francs, 1883, Lugano, std. figures, *rev.* shield with rifle and flags (KM.S16) *about extremely fine* (3) £80-100
784 **Tanzania**, Zanzibar, British protectorate, riyal, AH.1299 (1881), inscription, rev. inscription and date (KM.4), *extremely fine, graded by NGC as AU 58*  
£380-450

785 **Thailand**, Rama V, proof salung or ¼ baht, undated, bust l., rev. ornate shield of arms (Y.33), rare, obverse toned, about FDC  
£1000-1500

786 **Thailand**, 300 baht, BE.2511 (1968), bust r., rev. crowned inscription (Y.89; Fr.28), *uncirculated*  
£60-80

787 **Tunisia**, 25 piastre/15 franc, AH.1308A (1890), inscription and value, rev. value and date (KM.214; Fr.11), *good very fine*  
£80-100

788 **Turkey**, Selim III, zeri mahbub, AH.1203, year 13 (1801), toughra, rev. inscription (KM.522); Mahmud II, surre altin, AH.1223, year 15 (1822), toughra, rev. inscription (KM.621), *extremely fine or better (2)*  
£80-100

789 **USA**, colonial, Franklin Press token, 1794, printing press, rev. legend in five lines, *very fine*  
£80-100

790 **USA**, colonial, Kentucky cent (1792-94), plain edge, hand holding scroll, rev. stars in triangular formation, *very fine*  
£100-120

791 **USA**, colonial, Wood’s coinage, halfpenny, 1723, laur. head r., rev. Hibernia std. l., with harp, *good very fine*  
£100-150
USA, gold 20 dollars, 1904, Liberty head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast, *about mint state* £250-300

USA, gold 20 dollars, 1908, Liberty stg. facing, rev. eagle l., *light scuffing otherwise uncirculated* £250-280

USA, gold 5 dollar, 1901S, Liberty head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast, *extremely fine* £100-120

USA, gold 5 dollars, 1907D, Liberty head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast, *about uncirculated* £80-100

USA, gold 5 dollars, 1908D, Indian head l., rev. eagle l., *good very fine* £80-100

USA, gold 5 dollar, 1908D, gold 2½ dollar, 1914D, Indian head l., rev. eagle l., *both very fine (2)* £140-160

USA, gold 3 dollars, 1854, Liberty head l., rev. value and date within wreath, *nearly extremely fine* £300-400
799 USA, gold 2½ dollar, 1856, Liberty head l., rev. eagle with shield on breast, nearly extremely fine
£100-120

800 USA, gold 2½ dollar, 1928, Indian head l., rev. eagle l., good very fine
£100-120

801 USA, gold 1 dollars, 1853, type I, 1857, type III, Liberty head l., rev. value and date within wreath, both about very fine (2)
£120-140

802 USA, gold 1 dollars, 1853, type I, 1859, type III, Liberty head l., rev. value and date within wreath, extremely fine or better (2)
£150-200

803 USA, gold 1 dollar, 1882, type III, Liberty head l., rev. value and date within wreath, some obverse scratches, otherwise mint state
£100-150

804 USA, silver 1 dollar, 1795, three leaves variety, head r., rev. eagle within wreath, fine
£1000-1500

805 USA, silver half dollar, 1862S, Liberty std. r., rev. eagle with shield on breast, extremely fine
£80-100
806  **USA**, silver half dollar, 1907D, Liberty head r., *rev. eagle with shield on breast, a few light surface marks on obverse, otherwise mint state* £150-200

807  **USA**, commemorative half dollar, 1921, Alabama Centennial, conjoined busts l., without 2x2 behind, *rev. eagle, about uncirculated* £100-150

808  **USA**, commemorative half dollars, 1936S, 1938D, Arkansas centennial, eagle, *rev. Indian and Liberty l., about uncirculated (2)* £150-200

809  **USA**, commemorative half dollars, 1939, 1939D, Arkansas centennial, eagle, *rev. Indian and Liberty l., about uncirculated (2)* £200-250

810  **USA**, commemorative half dollars, 1935D (without 1934 on reverse), 1937, Daniel Boone bicentennial, bust l., *rev. stg. figure of Boone with Indian, extremely fine to uncirculated (2)* £100-150

811  **USA**, commemorative half dollar, 1925S, California Diamond Jubilee, prospector panning for gold, *rev. grizzly bear, about uncirculated* £100-150

812  **USA**, commemorative half dollars, 1951D, 1952 (2), 1952D, Carver-Washington, conjoined busts r., *rev. map, extremely fine to uncirculated (4)* £100-150

813  **USA**, commemorative half dollar, 1936D, Cincinnati Music Center, bust r., *rev. female figure playing lyre, about uncirculated* £100-150
814 USA, commemorative half dollars, 1892, 1893, Columbian Exposition; 1925, Stone Mountain; 1950, Booker T. Washington, *extremely fine or better* (4) £80-100

815 USA, commemorative half dollar, 1936, Battle of Gettysburg, conjoined busts r., *rev. two shields of arms, fasces between, about uncirculated* £100-150

816 USA, commemorative half dollars, 1922, Grant Memorial (2), with and without star in field, bust r., *rev. Grant’s birthplace, extremely fine or better, the first rare* (2) £350-450

817 USA, commemorative half dollar, 1918, Illinois Centennial, bust of Lincoln r., *rev. eagle, uncirculated* £100-150

818 USA, commemorative half dollars, 1921, Missouri Centennial (2), with and without 2*4 in field, bust of frontiersman l., *rev. frontiersman and Indian, extremely fine to uncirculated, the first rare* (2) £300-350

819 USA, commemorative half dollar, 1920, Maine Centennial, arms with supporters, *rev. legend within wreath; 1923S, Monroe Doctrine Centennial, conjoined busts l., rev. map of the Americas, about uncirculated* (2) £150-200
820 USA, commemorative half dollar, 1926, Oregon Trail Memorial, covered wagon, rev. Indian, uncirculated £80-100

821 USA, commemorative half dollar, 1915S, Panama-Pacific Exposition, female figure stg. l., rev. eagle on shield, about unncirculated £250-300

822 USA, commemorative half dollars, 1920, 1921, Pilgrim Tercentenary, pilgrim l., rev. the Mayflower, about unncirculated (2) £100-150

823 USA, commemorative half dollars, 1936, 1936S, Rhode Island Tercentenary, Indian meeting pilgrim, rev. shield of arms, extremely fine to unncirculated (2) £100-150

824 USA, commemorative half dollars, 1926 (3), Sesquicentennial of Independence, conjoined busts r., rev. liberty bell, extremely fine or better (3) £250-300

825 USA, commemorative half dollar, 1925, Fort Vancouver Centennial, bust l., rev. pioneer with musket, unncirculated £150-200

826 USA, commemorative half dollar, 1927, Vermont Sesquicentennial, bust r., rev. mountain lion, about unncirculated £100-150

827 USA, silver quarter dollars, 1918S, 1925, Liberty stg. r., rev. eagle, the first about very fine, the second about mint state £80-100
**828**\(\) USA, silver dime, 1830, bust of Liberty l., rev. eagle with shield on breast, lightly toned, about extremely fine £200-300

**829**\(\) USA, Hawaii, dime, 1883, head r., rev. crowned value within wreath (KM.3), small scratches in front of forehead, otherwise about uncirculated £150-200

**830**\(\) USA, cent, 1847, 7 of date over small 7, Liberty head l., rev. value within wreath, bad edge bruise on reverse at 7 o’clock, otherwise extremely fine with slight traces of red, rare £200-300

**831**\(\) USA, cent, 1853, Liberty head l., rev. value within wreath, some light staining on obverse, mint state with much lustre on reverse. Graded by PCGS as MS64RB £150-200

**832**\(\) USA, half cent, 1794, Liberty head r., with cap, rev. value within wreath, edge knocks, good fine or better £250-300

**833**\(\) Uruguay, republic, 5 pesos, 1930, head r., rev. value within wreath (KM.49; Fr.6), uncirculated £80-100

**834**\(\) Venezuela, republic, 20 bolivares, 1912, head r., rev. shield of arms (Y.32; Fr.5c); Guatemala, republic, 4 reales, 1860, head r., rev. value and date (KM.135; Fr.37) about extremely fine and very fine (2) £100-130

**835**\(\) Yugoslavia, Alexander I, 20 dinara, 1925, head l., rev. value crowned within wreath (KM.7; Fr.3), uncirculated £80-100
Yugoslavia, republic, proof set, 1968, 25th anniversary, gold 1000, 500, 200, 100 dinara, silver 50 and 20 dinara, emblem, rev. figures with flags or bust of President Tito l., (KM.PS1; KM49-54), about FDC in case of issue (6) £900-1200

Commemorative Medals

Great Britain, Matthew Boulton’s medal for Trafalgar, 1805, silvered white metal, by C. H. Küchler, uniformed bust left, rev. the battle being fought, contained within a contemporary glazed case, the silver rim hinged to open, fitted with a loop and ring for suspension, 52mm (BHM.384A; MH.493; Pollard.30 (i)), an excellent example, the medal itself very fine, though some slight surface ‘corrosion’ and pitting £400-600

Great Britain, Victoria, The City of Bath, gold medal for the Diamond Jubilee, 1897, issued by John Harris, crowned and veiled bust of the Queen left, rev. the City arms, on crossed sceptres, WOODIWISS MAYOR 1897 and on scroll below, FLOREAT BATHON, total wt. 18.6gms, 32mm (BHM. -), in velvet-lined black leather case of issue. extremely fine with proof-like surface, but two small test marks to lower edge, very rare £250-300

George Woodiwiss was a prominent public figure, a Justice of the Peace, Liberal Councillor and the Mayor of Bath in 1897. He became known as the “Model Mayor” and pioneered the scheme to build the Victoria Art Gallery and Reference Library as a memorial to the Queen. Seven thousand medals were struck for the benefit of children, who wore them on the day of the Jubilee. A few gold examples were distributed among the Mayor’s friends. The case gives the issuer’s address “By Appointment John Harris Goldsmith Queen Square Bath”.

839 Great Britain, Guy’s Hospital, London (founded 1721), the Treasurer’s gold medal for Clinical Surgery, by L. C. Wyon, awarded to George Cockcroft, 1906, Thomas Guy, standing before his hospital, reaches down to patient, rev. arms within wreath, named on edge, 49mm, 68.6gms (BDM.VI, 630, illus.), in case, good very fine £600-700

840 Great Britain, Mary, Queen of Scots (1542-1567-1587), beheaded 1587, restitutional cast copper medal, by James Tassie, bust right wearing cap and ruff over a fur collar, rev. inscription in 10 lines, NATA 7 DEC. MDXLII … DECAPITATA 7 FEB. MDLXXXVII, 54mm (MI.139/98; cf CP. pp.1/2, a medal of James I), extremely fine and rare £150-200

The portrait is taken from the recumbent figure on her tomb in Westminster Abbey. Tassie planned a series of medals of the Scottish monarchs, but it was never completed. MI records additional medals of James IV and James V. The medal dates from c. 1800.

841 Great Britain, Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector, a contemporary cast in silver of Thomas Simon’s medal, 1653, bust left in armour, a mantle around his shoulders, rev. lion supports a shield of arms, 37mm, nearly very fine £120-150
842 Great Britain, Charles II, coronation 1661, the official silver medal, by Thomas Simon, crowned bust right, with lace cravat and wearing Garter Collar and George, rev. peace crowns the king, 28.5mm (MI.472/76), nearly extremely fine, toned and somewhat 'dusty' surface £150-200

843 Great Britain, Charles II, The Murder of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey, silver medal, 1678, by George Bower, bust right, two hands strangling him with his cravat, rev. Godfrey strangled in the presence of the Pope, TANTVM RELIGIO. POTVTF, lettered edge, 39mm (MI.577/247), extremely fine £150-200

The medal is dated within the edge legend, where the 1 is struck over a 1 on its side.

844 Great Britain, William and Mary, coronation 1689, the official silver medal, by John Roettier, conjoined busts right, rev. Jove and Phaethon, 35mm (MI.662/25), good very fine, pleasant darkish tone £120-160

845 Great Britain, William and Mary, “so-called” pattern halfpenny, bust of each to right, 29mm (MI.690/80; BMC [Peck] 636), striking 'clip' to obverse and reverse scratched, fine; Anne, accession 1702, copper medal, by J. Croker, crowned bust left, rev. crowned collar, the links of hearts within roses, QVIS SEPARABIT, 34mm (MI.228/3), very fine; and a Dutch pinchbeck medal of William, Prince of Orange and Princess Anne, on his election as Stadtholder, 1747, 41mm (MI.632/323), very fine (3) £70-90

846 Great Britain, George II, Charles Spencer, Duke of Marlborough (1706-1758), copper portrait medal, 1742, by J. A. Dassier, bust right, rev. legend and date in 4 lines, 53mm (MI.568/202), cast example with dark patination; William, Duke of Cumberland, the battle of Culloden, copper medal, 1746, by R. Yeo, bust right in armour, rev. the Duke as Hercules raises Britannia, 50mm; Jernagen’s Lottery, silver medal, 1736, 39mm (MI.517/72; Betts 169), these very fine; and a modern fantasy medal of ‘Bonnie Prince Charlie’, 35mm, triple pierced (4) £80-120

Spencer fought alongside the king at the Battle of Dettingen in 1745 and died in Germany shortly after his appointment as Commander-in-Chief of the British Forces.
847 **Great Britain**, George III, copper medals (3), from Mudie’s National Series, Major General Hutchinson and the delivery of Egypt, 1801, by T. Webb and Dupres (BHM.509; BDM.VII, 239); Lieut-General Sir Thomas Picton, by G. Mills (BHM.730); The Duke of York, the presentation of colours to the Royal Military College [Sandhurst] by Queen Charlotte, 1813, Webb and N. G. A. Brenet (BHM.769), *extremely fine, or nearly so* (3) £80-120

848 **Great Britain**, George III – William IV, copper medals (5), Princess Charlotte, death (2) and obsequies, 1817 (3); by T. Webb and G. Mills (2), bust three-quarters right (after Lawrence), *rev.* Britannia weeps (BHM.940); by T. Halliday (BHM.949), 38mm; George IV, coronation 1821, the official medal, 35mm (BHM.1070); William IV, opening of London Bridge, by B. Wyon, for the Corporation of the City of London, bust right, *rev.* the bridge, 50mm (BHM.1544); with c/stamped ‘cartwheel’ Penny, Lloyd’s Sunday Times, and Oddfellows token, Manchester, *one BHM.940 only fine, other listed medals very fine or better* (7) £100-150

849 **Great Britain**, Victorian Medals in copper (7); jubilee 1887, official medal, 77mm, in case; jubilee 1897 (3), official medal, 55mm; by F. Bowcher, for Spink, 76mm, in [*damaged*] 1887 official case; by G. G. Adams, 47mm (BHM 3507); Great Exhibition, 1851, prize medal, “Class 22, No. 406”, 44mm; The Regiment (2 Southampton St, London), award of merit, c.1890’s, 45mm, gilt; James Watt, Royal Cornwall Polytechnic, 2nd class medal, awarded 1877, 45mm, in [*damaged*] case; model bi-metallic crown, by Hyams and white metal Sunday school medal, *generally very fine, first at one time cleaned* (9) £80-120

850 **Great Britain**, Edward VII, coronation 1902, copper medal, by T. Pope & Co., 46mm (BHM.3801); Baden Powell, siege and relief of Mafeking, 1899-1900, by Spink; Trafalgar centenary, white metal copy of Boulton’s Trafalgar medal, by Spink, 32mm; Edward VIII, coronation 1937, 44mm; Pistrucci’s famous Waterloo medal, a reduced size 1960’s bronze striking, 62mm; The Lusitania medal, 1915, English copies (2), *the latter very fine, others extremely fine* (7) £70-100

851 **Great Britain**, sport, The London Olympics, bronze commemorative medal, 1948, by J. Pinches, Parliament and Westminster Bridge, *OLYMPIC GAMES LONDON 1948*, *rev.* athlete holds palm branch, 38mm (Gad.4; BHM. -), *very fine, scarce* £120-150

852 **France**, Louis XVI (1754-1774-1793), the execution of the king, copper medal, by C. H. Küchler, for Matthew Boulton, conjoined busts of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette right, *rev.* (signed P – for Ponthon), the guillotine in the Place de la Concorde, the king’s head held up to the crowd, 51mm (Pollard NC 1970, No.2), *extremely fine* £80-120
853 France, télégraphie sans fil (wireless), bronze art deco medal, 1927, by P.-M. Dammann, figure of Iris stepping through the clouds, a zodiac behind, rev. globe encircled by an antenna emitting radio waves, TSF around tablet below, 68mm (CGMP p.116; Jones, *art of the medal*, 423), in case; other bronze medals (2), Département de la Seine, prize, awarded 1936, by Daniel Dupuis, 50mm, in [damaged] case; a small award medal, exposition de l’apprentissage, 1934, 36mm, in case, all extremely fine, the first scarce and a classic art deco image £120-150

854 Italy, St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), cast bronze medal, 1604, tonsured bust right in Dominican habit, THOM. D. AQ. 1604 – DE FRVCTV OPERVM TVORVM SATIABITVR TERRA, rev. panorama of sea-port with galleys, and town rising beyond, RIGANS MONTES DE [S]VPORIBVS SVIS, 40.5mm, fine, the medal once gilt with traces remaining, signs of some tooling, pierced at top £70-90

The legends from Psalm 103, “Rigans montes de superioribus suis: de fructu óperum tuórum satiábitur terra” (He watereth the hills from above; the earth is filled with the fruit of thy works.)
855 The Sancroft Salver, a 19th century continental silver salver, inset with central medallion, surrounded by a circle of maundy coins and two outer circles of medallions, the rim with continuous circle of lotus flowers and beaded border, three decorative ‘lion’s foot’ feet, 135mm, total wt. 1.38kgs, the upper surface polished and the medals all somewhat impaired by the nature of their mounting, the underside gilt £800-1200

The salver named for the six examples of the medal of Archbishop Sancroft and the Seven Bishops, 1688, by G. Bower (MI 622/37), struck and cast examples; The Maundy James II-George III; other British medals, The Marriage of Henry VII and Elizabeth of York, 1486, a 16th century restitutional medal from Prague (MI 19/1); Charles I, Return to London, 1633, by Briot (4 – MI 266/62); Charles II, Dominion of the Sea, by T. Rawlins (2 – MI 506/144); The Elector of Saxony, Knight of the Garter, 1678 (2 – MI 572/242); the remainder continental pieces, The Treaty of Pilnitz, with triple portraits of Leopold II, Friedrich Wilhelm, and Friedrich August (this the centrepiece); Paduan Sestertius of Caligula; Brazil, Coronation medal of Peter II, 1841 (the most recent item– with a graffito date 1890 on its plain reverse); Spanish Netherlands, Patagon, 1668; Leopold, the Hogmouth, Coronation, 1657; Tuscany, Cosimo III, Tallero; Friedrich III, Margrave of Brandenburg, 1673 (showing reverse of an eagle over the city of Berlin); and a Religious medal, by S. Dadler (Wieck pl XIX, 53).
Cabinets

A small hardwood coin cabinet, 215mm high x 300mm wide x 230mm deep, mid-19th century, double doors and lift-up top, containing 19 single pierced trays, various sizes, numbered flat brass pulls and a large brass plate lock (non-operational), *a little distressed but sound* £250-300